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ABSTRACT: 
Th e equatoria l Pacific heat flaw low . a major oceanic geothermal anomaly 
centered on the equator ial sediment bulge. was investigated using deeply 
penetrating heat flow probes (6 -11 meters penetrati on) within three detailed 
surveys (400 km2) and along over 10,000 km of continuous seismic profiles 
(esP). Previous heat flow measurements ;n this region defined a broad region 
characterized oy a heat flux well below 1 HFU. We report 98 new mea.5urements 
collected duri ng cruises PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73-4 that verify the anomalous 
ndture of the heat f lu x and also define non-linear temperature gradien ts 
(conCdve down). Temperature field disturbances due to perturbations of a 
purely conduc tive heat transport regime are" incapable of suitably explaining 
either of these observations . A simple model incorporating heat transport 
by both cond uct i on and fluid convection through the sediments fits the obser-
vations. A volume flu x of (hydrothermal) fluid in the range of 10-6 to 10-5 
cm3/sec/cm2 (0.1 liter/yr/cm2) is required. The sense of the fl ow for all 
measurements exhibiting non-li near gradien ts ;s upward out of the sediment 
column; no evidence for the recharging of the system was observed . 
Investigation of a well-defined boundary of the low zone at 40 N and 
1140W showed a transition from l ow and variable heat flow to values 
compatible with thermal models that correlated with a change in the nature of 
the basement from rougn to smoo th. A few outcrops occur in the area of rough 
basement, but otherwise the region is well-sedimented (greater than 200 
meters) . Measurements within a detailed survey centered at this transition 
showed a dramatic increase in heat flow from 1.21 HFU to va lues greater than 3 
HFU over a horizontal d.istance of 10 I<m. A similar transition from non-linear 
to linear temperature gradients was not observed as nearly every measurement 
.LI 
was non-linear. 
Heat fl ow measurements located in well-sedimented, outcrop-free areas (A 
environments) were as soc iated with linear gradients and a heat fl ,ux greater 
than 1 HFU, however, several of these values were well below the theore~ical 
heat flow for the appropriate aqe crust. Values measured in environments other 
th1.n A exhibited variable heat flow and non-linear gradients. The average value 
of measurements located in A environments within the equatorial Pacific heat flow 
low was 1.37.0.27 HFU. The previous ly reported average was 0.92.0.48 HFU based 
on seve ral measurements from l-OGO cruise VEMA 24-3. 
The average heat flow measured at a survey located outside the low heat 
f low zone on crust of 55 ±5 m.a. was 1.76 ±O.3D HFU which is in good agreement 
wit h the theoretical value of 1.60. The measurements in this survey were not 
l oca ted in A environment s suggesting that crustal convection has ceased or i s 
greatly atte nuated within crust of this age. 
Error analysis of the geothermal data reduction using the 
convective/conductive heat transport model suggests that the volume flu x 
paramete r is sensitive to temperature measurement errors greater than a few 
millidegrees. Volume flu xes less than 10- 7 cm/sec are difficult to 
di st inguish from the purely conductive case assuming instrumental accurac ies 
of D. OOloC. Reso lution of the volume flu x deteriorates as heat flow 
decreases and is poor for values less than 0.5 HFU. A detailed su rvey located 
within the low zone conf irmed previous measurement s of low heat f low . however. 
due t o t he low value of heat flow (about 0.5 HFU) the sma ll-sca le variabi lity 
could not be clearly defined. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduc ti on and Overvi ew 
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INTR ODUCTION: 
Thermal models which account for the subsidence of ocean ridges also 
predict the decay of heat flo\'I with distance from spreading center s, i.e. heat 
flol'# is inversely proportional to the square root of age (Lister, 1977). 
Average values of conductive heat flow measurements in ,,,el1-sedimented basins 
iJre genera11y in agreement with the thermal models ( Se later e t a1., 1976). 
Thiele. sequences of "impermeab le!! sediment draping the basement conf ine 
nydrothermal circulation to the crust . In this situation the average heat 
flm" is representative of the geothermal flux at depth. Wi1ere a th ick 
sedi ment blanket is perforated by outcropping basement, 10\'1 and scattered heat 
flO1'!' is observed. · 
Within th is framework, observations from the equatorial Pacific Ocean 
stand ou t as anomalous. A broad r egion of 101'/ heat flow, we ll below that 
pred icted by the thermal mode l s, is centered on the equatorial Pacific 
sediment bulge, which is an extensive accumulati on of pelagiC sediments 
exceeding 500 meters in thickness at some points. Recent deeply penetrating 
heat flow stations (6-11 meters ) in this zone have measured non-linear 
temperature gradients. Similar observations in the Indian Ocean have been 
int erpreted as resulting fr om heat transport by both conduction and convection 
tllrougll the sediment column (Anderson et al., 1979). 
As of yet , no model succ essful l y explains the observed heat flow in the 
equJtor;a l Pacific Th e 101'/ zone contradicts models which are the basis of 
all tllerUla l subsidence stud ies (i. e. oceanic crust , continental margi ns , o ld 
ocean bas in s, aseismic ridges) and r aises ser i ous quest ion s concerning the 
va l idlty of ages aSSigned ta aceJnic and marginal sed crust based on heJt flm'/ 
16 
measurements a lone. 
Ana l ysis of -the non- l inear temperature gr ad i ents usi ng mode l s of Ileat 
transport by both convection and conduct i on through the sedimen t co l umn 
r~qLlire fl ui d ve l oc i ties t hat are qu i te l arge , 10- 6 t o 10- 5 em/sec . Such 
higll rates w(luld ccrta!nly alt er present concepts in such fie lds as 
lntcr s t i ti<J l pore water chemi stry . the physica l propert.ies of sediments and 
sediment cl"iagcnes is as well as create perhaps an insurmountable problem for 
the disposal of nuclear waste with i n tile seabed. 
ORGAN I ZATI Oil OF THES IS: 
Th i s thesis is a collection of three papers examining problems related to 
tile geottl e rmal r egime of the equatoria l Pacif i c . The bl1Sic object i ves of this 
resea l~C)1 are ( 0 ) to gain insigtr:' in t o the mechanisms ('ontrollin9 the f l ol1 of 
Iledt thl'ougn the floo(' of t he equatoria l Pacific Ocean and (b) to crit ica ll y 
eva l uate e s timat l~S of fluid f lo\'l tl lrougll the sedimen t column l)(\sed on 
In Ch dptcr 11 th e bJsic Ileat flO\~ problem i s discussed. Previous 
g~olil e nl1 al ooservatiolls i n. the equatorial Pacific al"e I"eviewed as ~"lell as the 
tectonic al1d geo l ogica l setting . Two cruises , KNORR 73- 4 and PLE IADES 3, were 
conduc t e d through the anornalous r egion dur i ng II/hich 98 ne\·, heat fl ol\l 
Iw.:: as urcme nts \"ere made . 63 penetrat i ng to depths grea t er than six meters. The 
geu l ogi c ill environme nt of these measure1nents, cons;stirg of sediment th icl(ness 
:In d DdSC lIlen t t opo gr'dPtlY, \'ICI"C identified from ov er 10,000 km of continuolls 
se i~ l lI j c profilil1 Q (CS P). fjecaLi se th e measurements within the equator i al 
IId c iri c prioi' to th ese tl'/O cruise s consist of I'/ i dc l y spacerl individuJl va l ues , 
17 
the small-scale variability of the heat flow field was investigated in three 
detailed surveys each covering approximately 400 k.m2. Thermal conductivity 
was measured on 16 cores. 
The existence of non-linear temperature gradients has been observed in 
other deep-sea basins (Anderson et a1., 1979) as well as at active spreading 
centers (Williams et a1., 1979). These non-linear gradients have been 
associated with the flow of fluid through the sediment cover driven by 
convection located within the crust. A model consisting of the tran sport of 
heat by both conduction and convection was applied to the new geothermal data 
and studied with standard error analysis techniques. Statistical studies show 
that fluid flows less than 10-7 cm/sec cannot be distinguished from the case 
of no flow. At value s of heat flow less than 0.5 HFU, flow estimates a~pear 
to be unreliable. 
The morphology of the equatorial Pacific sediment bulge was found La be 
more complex than previously suggested. Numerous outcrops and extensive 
regions of rough basement top,o graphy are associated with en-echelon fracture 
zon es related to a compl;cate~ tectonic ,evolution involving a series of 
ridge-jumps. CSP data demonstrates the relationship between heat flow and the 
geological environment. Wher~ the basement is smooth and draped with thick 
sediments. higher heat flow is observed. 
In an attempt to constra 'in the magnitude of the pressure gradients 
necessary to drive the proposl~d fluid convection, geomechanical properties 
(especially permeability and consolidation) of sediments recovered from 
several piston cores on PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73-4 were studied. Since the 
proposed fluid flux should also affect other processes controlled by 
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diffu s io n, a field study of the pore \'later geoctlemistry \'1,]$ carried out at 
pi s t on core sites that eXh ibited geothermal evidence of fluid mot ion. 
Cht1pter I I I present s the results of a laboratory study of the 
permeability and r:onso lidation characteristics of biogenic sediments recovet'(~ d 
fr om tile equatorial Pac ifi c sediment bulge. Th e laboratory measurements of 
biogen ic sediment permeab ility show the equatorial Pacific sediment bulge to 
be at lea s t an ord er of magnitude more permeab le than red clays from tIl e NOI"th 
Pdcific. The consolidation studies did not find evidence of widespread 
unde rcon sol idati an l'thicil h'Duld resul t in the cas e ,.,here the overburden stress 
due to litnostatic loadi ng is compen sa ted by excess por e pr essures due t o 
verti cal fluid mo tion. In addit io n, estimates of the bal ance between 
lithosta tic str ess and the hydr auli c fluid pressures necessary to maintain the 
fl u id flow are discussed in Chapter I I and ShOh' that volume fluxes greater 
than 2xlO- 6 cm/sec wil l result in pore pressures greater th an the ove rburden 
s t ress . 
In Cll upter IV th e resu lts of a field study of volume flux estimates based 
on both geothermal and cllcmical pore water profiles is present ed . The 
Chl!m ica l tr acer i s s ulfa te. Compari so n of th ese estimates S ll O\~ the ch emical 
es ti md te to De three orders of magnitu de less than the geothermal . 
Tne 10\'1 heat fl ow and non-l i near gradi ents canno t be expl ained using 
conductive mode l s . Til e sense of the fluid flO\~ suggested by th e observed 
t cmp0rdture grad ients i s upward out of tile sediment column. No evidence of 
r echarge of th e syst em \,/ as found . Hea t transport models tllat include the 
l11uVl!lIIcn t of fluid th rough the sed i men t pore str uctu r e infer pr essure gradi ents 
tl ldt exceed til e I itllostatlc stres s . Independent estimates of the volume flu x 
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based on pore water chemistry profiles do not support the geothermal 
estimates. We feel strongly that the large values of volume flux estimated 
from the geothermal data are difficult to support and should not be accepted 
as a valid heat transport mechanism until strong evidence, independent of the 
geothermal data 9 such as in~situ pore water chemical profiles or ~-s;tu por e 
water pressure measurements are obtained. Alternative explanations for the 
observations include disturbances resulting from the depl oyment of the heat 
flow probe or incorrect estimates of sediment permeability due to 
unrepresentative samples or failure to reproduce in-situ conditions in the 
laboratory. 
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CHAPTER 1/ 
The Eastern Equatoria l Pac ifi c Ocean Ileat Fl ov/ l ow : 
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ABSTRACT: 
Tile equ a t orial Pacific heat flO\'/ 1ml, a ma j or oceanic geothermal anomaly 
centered on the equator i al sediment bul ge, was invest igated using deepl y 
pen etra ting heat flO\~ pro bes (6-11 meters penetr ation ) l'Iith;n three detailed 
sur veys (400 krn2) and alo ng over 10, 000 km of co nt inuous se ism ic prof il es 
(CSP). Previuus heat flow meas urements in this regi on defined a br oad region 
Characteri zed by a heat flux we ll b e l m~ 1 HFU . . We report 98 ne \~ measurement.s 
co ll ected du r ing cru i ses PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73 -4 that ver if y the anomalous 
nature of tile hea t fl ux and a l so def i ne non-1 inear tempe r a t ure gr adients 
(concave down). Temperatu r e fi e l d disturbances due to perturbat ions of a 
pure l y conductive heat trans port r egime are" incapabl e of suitably explaining 
e ither of these obser vat ion s . The app l ication of a simpl e mode l incorporating 
heat transport by both conduction and convect i on through the sedimen t ; s 
successful, hOI'lever , d vo l ume flu x of hydrotherma l fluid in th e range of 
10-6 t o 10- 5 em/sec is required. Th e sense of the flOl'l' for all 
measurements eXflioiUng non-lin ear gradients is upwar d out of tIle sediment 
co l umn; no evidence for the r echarging of t ile sys t em \'/a5 observed. 
I l1v~stigation of a well-defined boundary of th e l a\', zone at 4~ N and 
114 o\~ shO\'led a tran s ition fr om l m~ and variable heat flo\'~ t o values 
compdt i bl e 1tilt h therma l models that corre l ated I'lith a change i n the nature of 
the basc;ncnt from rougll to smooth. A f ew outcrops occur in th e are a of rough 
bascm,~n t . but otllerwise t he region i s we ll-sedimented (greater than 200 
meters) . fl\eas urements vlithi" a detailed survey centered at this tr ansit ion 
Silo'.~ ed a dl'amdt ic incre<lse in llea t fl ow fro!O 1. 21 HFU to va l ues greater than 3 
HFU over u ' lorlzonta l d istance of 10 km . A similar tr ansition from non-linear 
Lo li near tempcro1ture gr <1dicnts Has no t observed as ne arly eve ry measurement 
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was nan-line ar. 
Heat flow measurements l ocated in wel1-sedimented~ outcrop-free areas (A 
envi ronments) were associated wi th linear gradients and a heat fl ux greater 
t han 1 HFU~ however, several of these values were well below the theoretical . 
Values measured in env ironment s other than A exhibited va ri ab le heat fl ow and 
non -l inear temperat ure gradi ents . The average value of heat flow measurements 
located in A environments within the equator ia l Pacif i c heat flow low wa s 
1.37 ±O. 27 HFU. The previously reported average was 0.92 ±O.48 HF U based on 
several measurements from l-OGO cruis e VEMA 24-3 . 
The average heat flow measured at a survey l ocated outside the l ow heat 
flow zone on crust of 55 ±5 m.d . wa s 1.76 !O. 30 HFU which is in good agreement 
with the theoretical value of 1.60. The measurements in t hi s survey were not 
located in A env ironments suggest in g that crusta l convection has ceased or is 
great ly attenuated within crust of thi s age. 
Error analysis of the geothermal data reduct ion using the 
convect i ve/conductive heat transport model suggests that t he volume f lux 
parameter is sensit i ve t o tempe rature measurement errors greater than a few 
millidegrees. Volume fluxes less than 10- 7 cm/sec are difficult to 
disti nguish from the purely conductive case assuming instrumental accuracies 
of O. OOloC . Resolution of t he vo lume flux deteriorates as heat flow 
decreases and is poor for va lues less than 0.5 HFU. A detailed survey l oca ted 
wi thi n the low zone confirmed pre vio us measurements of l ow heat f low . however, 
due to the l ow va l ue of heat flow (about 0.5 HF U) the sma ll-sca l e variabili t y 
could not be clearly def i ned. 
Estimated profiles of lithostatic stress and sedime nt permeability with 
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depth in th e equatorial sed iment bulge based on l aboratory measurement of t he 
consolidation and permeab ility of sediments -fr om the area, s ug gested that 
excess pore pressur es at depth e~ceed ing the lithostatic s tress are necessary 
to support volume flu xes great E!r than about 2x lO-6 em/sec. Compar i son of 
vo lume flu x rates based on profiles of temperature and por e water ch emis t ry 
s how the chemical ta tes t o be t hree orders of magnitu de le ss than the 
geoth enna 1. 
Geomechanical and geOCh emi ca l studies fa.'ll to suppor t t he simple 
convection/conduction mode l. The interpretation of non -linear temperature 
grad i e nts suggest a vo l ume flux out of t Ile sediment column ... ,ith no evidence of 
recharge occur in g. No independent evidence of th e moveme nt of fluid through 
the sediment column was found. It may be poss ibl e th at a t emper ature bias 
introduced by the depl oyment of the temperature probe may result in erroneous 
temperature grad i ent s and overestimated vo lume flu xes. 
INTRODUCTION: 
Heat f l o\-J me asurements wHni n the equator i al Pacifi c Ocean def ine a 
large regi on \~ith an average vil l ue well below t hat predicted by r easonab l e 
therma l mode ls of ocean crust subsidence . The mechanisms responsible for this 
broad region o f 10 \'1 heat flOlv have not be en su itably exp l ai ned. Attempts to 
s tudy the var i ablility o f oceanic heat flow measurements have recognized this 
area as anoma l ous (Sclater et ilL, 1976; 1980) . Recent deep ly penetrating 
t emper ature measurements have Sho~/ll non-1 inear thermal gl'adients in the 
upp ennost 10 meter s of the 5e d"iment column (Von Uerzen ct a1. ~ 1979 ) . Similar 
gradi ent s \,te r ,; r e ported by An derson et a1. (1 979) in the I ndian Ocean, and 
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Langseth and He rman (in press) in the Braz il Basin . They have been 
, 
interpreted to be due to heat transport by both conduction and fluid 
convection tllrougtl the sedi ment. 
We have investigated the var i ab ility of th e heat fl ow meas urements ;n 
th e eq ua toria l Pac ific Ocean on both a broad regi onal sca l e and a fine scale 
of detailed surveys (400 km2). Th e ava i lable data base consists of over 500 
heal flow values inc l ud ing 65 new measurements ma de during the WHO T cr uise 
KNORR 73- 4 and 33 new measurements made duri ng the Scripps cruise PLEI ADES 3. 
THE EQUATO RIAL PACIF IC OCEAN : 
The equator i al Pacific heat fl ow ' l o~" i s out l i ned in Figure 1 with a bo ld 
li ne. Although the heat flOl.<J througllOut the equator i al Pac ific region 
exhibits great scatter , we have arbitrar ily defined the boundary of th is 
nnomalous region by a con tou r of heal flow measurements made prio r to 1976 
(circles in Figure 1) of va l ue l ess t Il an 1 . 0 heat fl ow uil it ( 1 HFU = 10- 6 
Cil l/ cn?-sec). Hov/ever , va 1 ues grcJter tllit n 1.0 IIFU have been observed 
within t h is area , inc luding several measurements made duri ng th e more recent 
KNORR 73- 4 a lld PLE IADES 3 cruises (squares i n Figure 1) . Th e equatoria l 
Pacific heat flOl-l 10\-1 I-Ias first ident ifi e d by Vo n Herzen and Uyeda (1963) in 
their btoad-sca 1e reconnaisanc e of the di str i but i on of heat fl Ql'/ in tile 
eastern Pacif i c Ocean . SUbsequent investigations (Langseth et a l., 1965 , 
1971 ; Vacqu i er et al. , 1967 ; Bookman et al., 1972; Von Herzen and Anders on , 
197Z) confirmed the nilture and delineated the boundaries of tllis r egion . The 
nl ll jority of the data v/;thin this ar ea consists of I-l i de ly-sptlced meaS UI'el11ents 
UI.J(lc 1·litH Sll Of' t probes pe lletrJtin9 to only tloJO or three meters. For mos t of 
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Figure 1. Map of heat flow data within the Equatorial Pacific Ocean 
superimposed on the bathymetric map of Chase (1975). The Equatorial Pacific 
heat f l ow low i s outlined with a bold solid line. Bathymetry;s in corrected 
fathoms. All short probe and piston core stations prior to 1976 and the pogo 
probe stations of PLEIADES 3 are indicated by solid dot s. Temperature 
gradient measurements penetrating to greater than six meters from PLEIADES 3 
and KNORR 73-4 are represented by squares. Heat flow value s are in heat flow 
units (10-6 ca1/cm2 sec). Three detailed surveys from PLEIADES 3 and 
KNORR 73 - 4 are marked with large open squares. Multiple penetration heat flow 
stations associated with the investigation of the low heat flow boundary in 
the vicfnlty of 40N~ 1140W are show by small open squares. 
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these measurements the geological environment (sediment thickness and basement 
topography) is poorly known, and the linearity of the temperature gradient is 
not well determined because of the relatively shallow penetration and few 
temperature sensors. New measurements reported in this paper extendi ng to 
between six and eleven meters sub-bottom have identified non-linear 
temperature gradients that shm ... significant concavity downwar.ds. In Figure 2 
temperature and thermal conductivity as a function of depth are plotted for 
deeply penetrating piston core measurements from PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73-4. 
Several mechanisms are capable of producing both the observed low heat flow 
and the non-linear gradients. We discuss these in more detail below 9 and 
critically examine one mechanism in detail, the transport of heat resulting 
from the circulation of seawatE~r through the sediment layer driven by 
convection originating within the crust. 
A systematic theoretical and experimental relationship between the heat 
fl ow and topography of the sea floor consistent with Simple plate tectoni cs 
models has been developed over the past decade, most recently refined by 
Parsons and Sclater (1977) . HE~at flow data in the equatorial Pacific low heat 
fl ow zone show considerable sC(ltter, making comparison with theoretical models 
very difficult, but it is clea,- that the heat flow in this region is 
significantly different than that predicted by the models. Lister (1970, 
1972) and Talwani et a1. (1971) suggested that at active ridge crests, large 
quantities of heat are removed as the newly formed crust is cooled by 
hydrothermal convection. Recently this phenomenon has been observed at the 
Galapagos Spreading Center (CO,-1;55 et a1., 1979) and at the East Pacific Rise 
at 21 0N (Spiess et a1, 1980). Two studies (Williams et a1., 1979; Green et 
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Figure 2. Temperature versus depth for the piston core stations of KNORR 73-4 
and PLEIADES 3. Thermal conductivities versus depth are plotted to the right 
of the temperature gradients for the stations where they exist. The 
horizontal scale divisions are O.loC for the -temperature data and 0.2 x 
10-3 cal/cm-sec-oC for the thermal conductivity data. Errors bars 
assigned to the temperature data are shown. The lines drawn through the 
temperature data represent the best fit of a simple conductive/convective 
thermal model (sec text). 
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al., 1980 ) of the he.t flow south of the Galapagos Spreading Center showed 
extensive ev;ucnce of hydrothermal convection in crust of younger than 
approximately 1.0 m. y. 
Sclater et ala (1 976 ) developed a model to account for the observed heat. 
flo~1 variability and applied it to the data in the Pacific Ocean. Where thick 
sequences of "impermeable" sediment totally cover the ocean floor, 
hydroth ermal circulation ;s confined to the crust, reducing the scatter in 
values and resulting in an average heat flow closer to the theoretical. Their 
results and the results of Selater and CrQ\1e (1979) are shown in Figure 3 
i'/here both theoretical and observed average heat flow dre plotted versus age. 
The equatorial Pacific Ocean clearly stands out as anomalous. In Figure 4 the 
Pacific Ocean heat flow data ·located from 200 S to 200 N between the East 
Pacif l c Rise and l50o~, is plotted in two hi s tograms as % population. The 
entire data set is divided into (A) tile data located within the low heat flow 
zone and (8) the remaining values outside the low zone situated on oceanic 
crust. The anamolo us nature of the l ow zone is evident from comparing these 
histograms. 
POSSIBLE REASONS FOR LO W HEAT FLOfI: 
Severa l mechanisms capable of explaining the observ ed non-linear and 1m" 
heat flow data in the eastern equatorial Pacific ex ist. some more plausible 
than ottlers . Among the se mechanisms are: (1) recent changes in bottom water 
temperature, (2) the distortion or movement of deep sea sediment due to large 
scale slumping or flol.., (creep) possibly controlled by carbonate dissolution, 
(3) thl.! effects of high sedimentat i on rates, (Ii) heat fl ow refraction due to 
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Figure 3. Reliab l e heat flow averages versus age from Sclater and Crowe , 
(1979). The dashed r egion is the equatorial Pacific 10\'0' zone. 
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F19ure tl. (A) Hi stogram of heat flow values within the equatoria l Pac; i fic 
heat flo,,~ 101.,. plotted as per cent population versus heat f 1m'l va l ue in HFU . 
• 
(B) Histogram of all other heat flow values located on ocean ic crust west of 
the East Pacific Rise in the region ZOoN_ZOoS and lOOoW-150oW plotted 
as per cent population- versus heat flo\"l. 
• 
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rougll topography between basemen~ rock and sediment of differen t t hermal 
conductivity. (5 ) the movement of interstitial waters and (6) thermal 
conduct ivity variations with depth in sediments . 
The effect of bottom water temperature fluctuations has been discussed 
by Carsla\~ and Jaeger, 1959 (sec . 2.6) . For (l periodi c: pel~turl> i1ti on at the 
seawater/sediment interface the so lution is a travelling wave of initial 
alll[Jlitu de 00 that is exponentially attenuated in amplitude as it penetrates 
in to the med i um: 
9 = 90 cos(wt - 2,,/). - £) exp(-2~z/).) (1) 
\~hl:!l' e (d . ). and £" a r e the frequency, wav el ength and phase sh ift of the surface 
t empera ture perturba tion. A is equal to (4nk T)'/2 whe re k is the sedimen t 
th~nn a l diffu s i vity clnl1 T is the period of the surfa ce temperature 
pcrtlwb<l lion. For a perturbation with a period of a year, A is about 9 
meters, l ar ge values for 00 on the order of O.loC are nece ssary to produ ce 
ti le observed non- lin ear temperature profiles. Such large bot lam \'Iater 
temperature changes seem unlikely owing to the long time constant associated 
with bo t tom \.,ater renew a 1, 1000-2000 year s (Brewer . 1975; Broecke r. 1974) . and 
the dis t ant sources of bottom Hater f or this region. 
The assoc iati on of this r"egion with the equator ial biogenic 
high-productivity zone suggests that the di stortion or s lumping of sed iments 
mi gllt have an e ffec t on the near -surface gr adi e nt s (Be rger and Johnson, 
1976 ). Von Herzen and Uyeda {l963} inves t igated the th erma l con sequences of 
severa l sedimen t ary processes . The eff ect of constant sedimentation rates on 
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the order of 10-4 cm/yr to 10-3 em/yr. the range appropriate for the 
equator ial Pacific Ocean (Lisitzin. 1972). is quite small. Calculations of 
the effects of turbidity currents, landslides and sediment erosion suggested 
that these mechanisms are incapable of adequately accounting for the observed 
heat flow. With few exceptions, the slope of the seafloor in this region is 
very slight making widespread large-scale gravity induced sediment movement 
seem improbable. Slumpi~g induced by earthquake activity is also ruled out by 
the low seismicity of the region. 
The refraction of heat due to therma l conductivity contrasts between 
basement rock and sediment can account for variations of up to 20% in many 
areas (Bullard et a1., 1956; Von Herzen and Uyeda, 1963; Sclater and Miller, 
1969). In the equatorial Pacific heat flow low the d;ff~rence between the 
obse rved average he at flow and the theoretical greatly exceeds 20% and cannot 
be explained by thi s mechanism . 
Water migration due to either sediment consolidation (Lubimova et al., 
1965) or force d convection (Anderson et al., 1979) can successfully explain 
the observations, however. water expul sion by sediment compaction i s at 
least two orders of magnitude slower than the required volume fluxes (10-6 -
10-5 cm3/sec/cm2). 
Variations in the thermal conductivity structure will certainly result 
in producing variability in thermal gradients. If there is a substantial 
increase or decrease in thermal conductivity over the depth of the 
measurement, nonlinearities will result. Our modeling of this effect shows 
that the effect of assuming a constant thermal conductivity structure instead 
of t he true structure cannot explain the observed nonlinearies. For 
reason ab le structures of thermal conductivity, the maximum effect of 
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substitut ing a harmonic mean thermal conductivity for the true structu re 
generally in creas~s the heat flow by about 10% and increases the apparent 
velae; ty of the pore water by about 20%. 
ItEUUCTION OF DATA: 
The 10\'/ heat flow region is defined I'lith data largel y co ll ected prior to 
1972 (summarized by Jessop et a1., 1975 with additional data reported by Von 
Herzen and Anderson, 1972 and Anderson et a1., 1976), The majority of these 
measurements consist of Shallow penetrations of the sediment layer (le ss than 
three meters) \olith probes equipped with t~1O or three temperature sensors , Th e 
loca l geological env ironment of many of these stations is obscure owing t o b le 
abst.!nce of continuous seism i c profiling (CSP) and the co1lec tion of other 
detailed data in the vicinity of the measurements. 
Data collected on cruises KNORR 73-4 and PLEIADES 3 include heat flDl' 
stations where the tem~erature field was measured to a depth of 12 meters 
(maximum) with up to seven temperature sensors (described in Von Herzen and 
Andetson, 1972) . Figure 5 i s a sketch of a pi s ton core equippe d with 
thermi stors shovdng the position of the temperature sensors relative to the 
sediment/seawater interfJ.ce. An underwater camera loc ated in the corehead 
photograplled the seaf loor during severa l stations, enal>l ing the depth of 
penetration to be estimated indepen dent ly (McCoy and Von Herzen , 1971). 
Tn erllla l conduct i vity was measured on sediment recovered with piston cores 
USi r1 9 the needle probe t eChn iq ue of Von Herzcn and Maxwe ll (1959). TIle 
t emperature datd was recorded using a digital system on KNORR 73-4, while 
anillog instrumentation (Langseth et a'l., 1965) was used on PLEIADES 3. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the heat flow probe used during KNORR 73-4. 
The parameters a and b from equation 5 are shown. The distance from the top 
of the recovered sediment core and the sediment/seawater interface is 
parameter a. The distance from the bottom of the core head to the 
sediment/seawater interface is parameter b. The positions of the temperature 
sensors with respect to the bottom of the core head (t = 0) are (1. tz, 
... , (7' The positions of these sensors relative to the sediment/seawater 
interface is z := ( - b. 
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Features of the detailed heat flow variability were revealed within three 
survey areas in which the majority of the measurements are located. 
The procedure followed in reducing the raw digital heat flow data is 
described by Galson (1979). It is necessary to account for the effects of the 
frictional heating of the probe caused by its being forced into the sediment. 
The theoretical decay of this effect. based on a cylindrical probe model 
(Bullard, 1954; Jaeger, 1956) is rapid at first, with probe temperature 
quickly approaching equilibrium proportional to the inverse of time. The 
therm~l time constant of the probe, the probe radius squared divided by the 
sediment thermal diffusivity, is 15 seconds (probe radius is 1/16"). Since 
this time constant is short compared to the duration of the experiment (6 
minutes), a l/time extrapolation is valid after 1-2 minutes. Errors were 
assigned to the measured temperat.ures from both the individual analysis of the 
decay of each thermistor and the overall instrumental performance. These I 
assjgned errors ranged from 1 to 30 millidegrees. 
The data is collected as a digital couht which is the voltage to 
frequency (V to F) conversion of the analog putput voltage of a Wheatstone 
bridge. Data;s recorded in the form of a t~elve bit word, allowing a 
resolution of in 4096. When 4096 ;s exceeded, the digital counter rolls 
over and begins counting from ze~o. A maximum of 13.5 rol1overs is permitted 
(55296 usable counts). Figures 6 and 7 show the data at station 13. 
penetration 1. Figure 6 is a plot of digital count versus time before, during 
and after penetration. There are twelve channels of data (each offset in the 
~ 
• 
figure by 100 counts to bvoid overlap) consisting of eight temperature probes, 
two precision resistor calibration points and a pressure sensor. The vertical 
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Fi gu r e 6. Ral'/ digital data for heat flow station 13-1. The vertical axis is 
a relative sca l e showing the magnitude of change in digital count occuring 
before. during cl tl d after probe penetration. The digital ccunt i s the voltage 
to fr equency (V to F) conversion of the analog outpu t voltage of a Wheatstone 
br idge (see text ) . 
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Figure 7. Th e digital datJ occuring during penetration for s tati on 13-1 
plotted versus th e inverse of ti me. The eq uilibrium t emper a tures and range of 
errors were assign ed subjective ly. Tile digital count representing the 
cquil ibr~Uln temper ature is defined as the intersect i on of the th el"mal decay 
and th e verti ca l lin e correspond ing to the inverse of infinite time. Th e 
range of straight lines that can be dra\'In through this data ;s the basis of 
th e ass ignment of errors to the equilibrium tempCI"ature. The se assigned 
errors ar c ShOl'l1l to the right side of th e graph. The equ il i brium tempel'ature 
ver sus deptn profile for s t at i on 13-1 i s plotted in Figure 28. 
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axis is a rel<ltive scal e showing the magnitude of change in di~it: il l ClHJnt 
occuring hefore, duri ng and after probe penetration. Til e mellTl v,llues 
currespondi ng to the upper and l ower ca l i ur ations in Figure 6 are 9616 and 728 
counts respectively. The upper ca li bration record fo r this particular s tation 
i s 'no isy ' by our standards , hO\~ev e r. this variabi l ity represen ts a 0.15% 
error in the cal ibt"ation. 
In Figure 7 th e digital data from Figure 6 ;s plotted versus the inverse 
of time si nce penetration showing the graphical determination of th e 
equ il ibrium temperature and the aSSignment -of experimenta l error. Th e digital 
CQunt representing the equi librium temperature i s defin ed as the intersection 
of the thermill decay (theoretically a str a i ght line when pl ott ed i n this 
m.1nner) and the vert i cal lin e correspondi ng to t he invers e of inf init e time. 
TIle error assigned to the individuill tempera ture me.1SUI·ements i s estililitted 
from lIle r ange of 1 ines th at can be dra\~11 through the 1 I t ime decay. FO I~ some 
stations the decay of the temperature disturbJrlce associated with penetriltion 
did not produce plo t s as linear as that shown in Fi9U1~e 7. Thi s is pl'onably 
the resul t of some thermill disturbililce from the cor e or probe bu t OUt' analysis 
incorporales tile larger errors associated ... lit!l such non-linear decays . 
Our conceptua l mode l fo r the data is s i milar to that of 8redehoeft and 
Papadopu l os (1965) in that hea t is transported both conductively and 
convect ively through the porous sediment. In this mode l, the general equation 
of heat conservation f or tran sport in the vertica l d irection is 
o + fl dT 
dz 
(2 ) 
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where q is the vertica l heat flu x, Z is ver tical di stance (positive 
dowm'lards) I W is the ver t i ea 1 vo 1 urne fl ux (pos it i ve upwards), k is the 
sediment therma l diffusivity (= K/ pCp )' p i s flui d den s ity, cp i s fluid 
heat capacity and K is th e therma l conductivity of th e saturated bulk 
sediment. Sub jec t t o th e boundary condition T .: 0 at z '" 0 and imposing q to 
I 
be constan t (Qo) everywhere . ' the so lu tion to equation 2 for constant the rmal 
conductivity (K .: cons tant ) 15 
T( z) 
I 
= ...l [1 pc W p exp (-Wz/k ) 1 
(Sleep and \Io l ery . 1978). This mode l is illustra t ed in Figure 8 (from 
(3 ) 
Willi ams et a1 . • 1979) showing t he relationship of t he resulting non -li near 
temperature gradient to the direction of fluid fl ow . For t he situation where 
K i s a funct i on of depth, the so luti on can be general ized to 
T( z ) 
z 
,-,he re R(z) is t herma l resistivity (l/K(z)). Th e integr a l fR(~ )d1; can be 
o _ 
numerica ll y approximated by a summation assuming a layered conductivity 
model. For LA layers each of thi ckness ih
n 
and of t hermal resistivity R
n
, 
t he integra l can be rewritten r R 6z . 
n n 
The formulation of the so lution 
as equat ion 3 or 4 allOl'ls the determination of tne va lues of qo and pcpw 
that best fit tile observed data . There is uncerta in ty as t o the depth of 
penctrution o f til e probe resu lti ng in an amb iguity i n the l ocation of th e 
(4 ) 
tcmpcrature sensors re l ative to the seawater/sed i men t interfac e . As a r esu lt, 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of parameters Q and W from Williams et al. 
(1979) . The resu lti ng sense of the temperature gradient for flow into and out 
of the sediment layer is shown. 
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a third parameter, b. shown in Figure 5. can be introduced which is the 
distance by which the probe fall s short of full penetration (b = 0 for full 
penetration; b > zero for partial penetration). To check this model, the 
location of the corehead with respect to the seaf loor wa s estimated from 
corehead photographs. Figure 9 is a photograph taken during penetration at 
station 10 showing the relationship between the corehead and the seafloor. 
With one exception, the data for all stations summarized in Table 1 shows good 
agreement between the independently determined penetrations. 
The formulation of equation 4 modified for parameter b is 
q <;-b 
T(~) = ~[1 - exp(-C fR( <; ) d<;)] 
o . 
where C = pC pW and ~ i s defined in Figure 5. Since piston coring from a 
surface ship i s not a1ways a precise technique (e.g. McCoy and Von Herzen, 
1972), the location of the conductivity measurements determined from the 
( 5) 
recovered core relative to the seawater/sediment interface can be considered 
as a fourth parameter, a. shown in Figure 5. In general the l ength of the 
recove red core wa s les s than the depth of penetration. The effect of 
parameter a was found to be significantly less important than the other three 
parameters, varying on the order of 10 cm. Thereafter parameter a was assumed 
to equal zero. 
At this point we must stress that our use of this model in the data 
reduction does not imply that we accept the model. Its validity has not been 
supported by other independent data. However, the majority of our observed 
temperature gradients are non-linear and the parameter CIK ;s a useful measure 
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Figure 9. Corchead photograph showing the position of the piston core (c enter 
of photogr aph) relati ve to the seafloor duri ng station 10. Note the 
undCrI;ater cables strapped to the side of t~e co re pipe providing an 
el ec tri cd l connec tion between the thermistor probes and the digit al re cord in g 
pdckage located ;n the coreh ead (see Figur e 5) . TIle 2 meter gravity core that 
ac ts as a trigger for th e piston core appears in the photograph to the right 
of tIl e piston core. 
S3 
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Table I. Core Head Penetration Summary 
I 
Stat ion Es t imated Estimated Value of b s. d . 
Pllotographic From Temperature 
Value of b Gradient (em. ) (em.) 
4 116. 185 . 13 . 
5- 1 49 . -21. 7. 
10 152. 165. 6. 
11-1 100 . 90 . 21. 
11-2 149. 164. 43 . 
15 334 288 . 4. 
24 185. 124. 47 . 
Estimated accuracy of ±20 em. 
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of this non-linearity (i. e . the e -folding depth). Assuming a value for 
sediment thermal diffusivity of 2x.1O- 3 em/sec, the relationship between 
e-folding depth, e , and volume flux is e = 20 me ters-sec-1/w where W is in 
units of 10-6 em/sec . The flow model certainly represents a credibl e heat 
transport meCllanisrn, and throughout the paper ~ ... e freely speak of the volume 
flux, however, for all practical purposes we use the terms IIvolumc flux" an d 
"degree of non-1 incarity" interchangeably except where stated otherwise. 
To de t ermine tile best estimate and the ,range of the model parameters 
from our observed data . a I-,leighted least squares fit of equation 5 to the 
observed data values by means of stepwise Gau ss-Neltlton iterations on the 
para!neters Q, C and b was carried out. The formulation of this non-linear 
r egr ess i on method is developed in Appendix. I. We obtain fr om this technique 
the best fit parameters" tlleir standard deviation s and their correla t ion with 
each other . The results obtained us ing this non-1 inear regr.ess;otl program for 
the data collected during KNORR 73~4 and PLEIADES 3 are summarized in Tables 2 
and 3. The 1 irnitati ons of both our data and the reduction scheme ;s discussed 
i n Appendix I I. 
DISCUSSION OF DATA: 
Th e di stribution of heat flow measurements in tile equatorial Pacific 
Ocean is sho\'1n in Figure 1. Although large gaps exist in the coverage of 
data, a rough outline of the anomalous low heat flO\'j zone can be dral'/O '(bold 
sol id line) . f1any of the values i n this region are below 1 HFU (Figure 4), 
NcastJrclOents made prior to tl1 0se r-eported in this paper are indica t ed by sol id 
circles as are th e multipenctrat ion stations of PLEIADES 3 al ong 10N. The 
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In.ljority of the s tati ons des i gnated by the so l iel Circ les penelr Lltt~d to on l y d 
few meters and co ns is t of Dilly 2 or 3 indi vidua l temperature measurements. 
Deeply penetrating measurements co ll ected during KNORR 73-4 and PLEIADES 3 are 
marked with sol id squares. Small open square s along 40N at 11 5° 101 show the 
locat ion of a series of mult ipene trati on s tations that are par t of an 
in~estigdtion of the eastern bo und ary of th e l ow zone. Th e l arge open squares 
(40N, 136oW; , 0 30' S ~ 1310 30 'W; 4oN, 114 °101) ar e the approx i mate 
areal coverage of the t hree detailed hea t flow and CSP surveys. 
The re l ationsh ip of thi s dat a to basement roughness and sed iment cover 
i s analysed on t hree sca l es : (l ) a broadly based s tudy of the widely spaced 
hedt fl ow coverage and the geo logica l environment eva luat ed fr om the ex ist ing 
CSP coverage , (2) a study of ind ividual heat fl ow measUrements obtai ned along 
individual CSP tracks , and (3 ) a det ai led study of closely spaced heat flow 
meas urements wi thin a grid of CSP tracks . 
Geological and Tectonic Setting: 
Upwe lling of nutri ent r ich water associa t ed with the equatoria l current 
sys t em causes the equa tor i al Pacif ic Ocean t o be one of the most bio l og ically 
product ive ocean regions. The equa tor i al sedimentation pattern is dominated 
by the rema in s of s ili ceous and cal careous organi sms. At th e eq uator 
sediments are highly ca l careous grading to ~ominan tl y s ili ceous to th e north 
an d south dnd at grea ter distances into clays. An approx imate northern 
boundary between the calcareous and siliceous rich sediments ;s th e Clipperton 
Fracture Zone while north of the Clarion Fracture Zone the si liceous sediments 
grade i nto red cl ays (Horn et a1., 1973). An exce l lent s UfTlTla ry of the 
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sedimentation patterns and distributions within the equatorial Pacific is 
found in Van Andel et al .• (1975). 
Tne geology and tectonics of the equatorial Pacific are sunmar;zed in 
Figure 10. The data presented in this figure is based on 30 CSP tracks, shown 
as thin lines. dashed where data is non-existent or poor in quality. Outcroppinq 
basement features ranging from small hills to seamounts (greater than 0.5 
seconds reflection time above local mean acoustic basement depth) are 
indicated w;tn solid circles. Near outcrops (less than 0.2 seconds reflecti on 
time sediment cover), outcropping basement highs (greater than 25 km in 
hori zontal scale) and small localized outcrops (less than 0.5 seconds 
ref lect ion time above mean basement depth) are marked with inverted ViS. It 
must be pointed out that the sediment isopacns in Figure 10 represent sediment 
th ickness averaged over a horizontal scale of hundreds of km and that the 
variability of sediment thickness and the nature of basement outcrops occuring 
on a smaller scale is difficult to generalize. The presence of scarps in 
Figure 10 is indicated by lines perpendicular to the ship's track. DSDP sites 
are marked with solid squares. 
Sed iment thickness was determined from the CSP data. In Figure 10 
tr ansparent sediments overlying acoustic basement are contoured in intervals 
of O. I seconds reflection time. Assuming a average seismic velocity of 2.0 
km/sec for the sediment layer (Ewing et al.~ 1968), the isopachs can be 
thought of as 100 meter contours. Ewing et al. (1968) observed two forms of 
acoustic basement, basaltic basement and an opaque sedimentary layer known as 
Horizon 6. Horizon B is distinguished from basaltic basement primarily by its 
cnaracteristically smooth upper surface. Where it ;s present~ deeper 
r~flectors are not observed with any consistency. DSDP samplin9 has shown this 
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Figure 10. r1ap of sediment thickness and basement outcrops w'ithin the 
Equatorial Pacific Ocean inferred from continuous seismic profiling data 
(CSP) . Sed imen t i sopach s of 0 .1 sec two way t rave l-t ime are shOl-ln by bold 
solid lines . Light lines indicate tile s hip tr acks of the CSP data base. 
Dashed 1 in es r epresent poor or no data. The tracks corr espond i ng to cruises 
VHIA 24 -3, SCAN 10, KNORR 73-4 and PLEIADES 3 are marked "ith a s tippled 
1 ine . CSP records collected alomg th ese four tr acks are shown in Fig ures 11 
thl'ougll 15. Outcropping l oca lized basement fe atures ranging fro m small hills 
t o seamounts ( greater than 0.5 second s refl ec tion ti me abov e mean basemen t 
depli1) ar e indicated \'I'ith solid circles. Near outcrops (less than 0.2 sec . 
r ef l ec tion time sed ime nt cover). small outcrops {l ess than 0.5 seconds 
reflection ti me above the mean basement depth} and outcropping basemen t hi ghs 
(greater than 25 km in hOrllontal sca l e ) are indic a t ed by invel'ted v' s (see 
t ex t) . Sc arps are shown by solid l i nes perpendi cul ar t o th e ship track . 
ISl.Jctlrons fr om Scldter et al. (l9BO) are Alarked with thi ck dashed lin es . 
Cr ust younger thiln 2 m.y. is Shaded . 
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opaque l ayer to consist of numerous chert beds of Eocene and Pa l eocene age 
(Tr acey et a1., 1971). In Figure 10 , Horizon B is present r ough l y withi n the 
0.2 second isopach. 
The patterns of sea-f loor spread i ng are quite compl icated i n t he 
equatoria l Pacif i c . Th r oughout the Cenoloic , th2 East Pacific Rise has not 
remained fixed . Shifts in its position in the form of r i dge jumps have left 
di s t i nct f eatures such as the Mathematic i an and Clipperton seamounts (Sc l at er 
c t a I., 1971) . 
In Figure 10 the isochrons of Sc l ater et a1. (1980) are superimposed on 
t he major tectonic features of t he equatorial Pacific. Many of these features 
can be clearly recognized in t he eXisting CSP coverage , although some l ess 
constra i ned features are not so evident. A fossil ridge at 1150~1 betlt/een 
the equator and lON was sugge:sted by Herron {1972} based on magnetic anomal y 
patterns. Analysis of the CSP records transeeting this area does not support 
the p)"esence of this feature nor suggest the ex i stence in this viCinity of 
another feature that could be interpreted as a continuous fossi l ridge . 
Allotner feature not supported by bathymetric and CSP data is a fracture zone 
predicted by Sc l ater et a1. (, 1971) based on topographic profiles between the 
Cl ar i on and Cl i pper ton Fr ae ture Zones . HO':lever , the d; s tr i but i on of DSDP 
basement ages betv/ecn these t.wo fracture zOlles supports the existence of this 
fra c ture zone (Van Andel et .1., 1975). 
From th e bathymetr i c data, the Galapagos Fracture Zone ceases to be a 
distinct f eature ea s t.of 130o~1 \'Ihere it begins to be inundated by the 
equatoria l sedi ment bulge . Our attempts to trace this fracture zone through 
tile sediment budge using the CSP d.Jta have been unsuccessful . A possib l e 
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explanation is that the Galapagos Frncture Zone is not continuous east of 
1250 t o 1300 W but instead consists of several en-echelon fracture zones. 
Wint crer (1976) suggested that in th is general area many small ridge jumps may 
have occurred rather than one large jump that would have left a prominent 
topographic feature. The basement ·of the region north of the alleged 
cessation of the Galapagos Fracture Zone is unusually rouyh (F i gu,~e 10). 
Sclater et a1. (1971) suggested the existence of a fracture zone north of 
SON between 1100 and 1300 W essentially an ex~ension of the Siqueiros 
Fracture Zone. The basement throughout this area i s also unusually rough. We 
hav e indicated the position of this fracture zone with a bold dashed line and 
ShOll/ another small frac ture zone at !l°N between l25-l30°i>1. Adopting the 
suggestion of Winterer (1976) we propose that a major reorientation of the 
spreading axis during th e 01 igocene in the equatorial Pacific resulted i n the 
t ermination of the Galapagos Fracture Zone in ttle vicinity of 130oW. The 
evolution of a complicated patte rn of en-echelon fracture zones and numerous 
short ridge jumps ; s a poss ibl e consequence of such a change in spreading 
direction and could explain the observed extreme basement roughness. 
Interpretat ion of Heat Flow Measurements Along CSP Tracks: 
Th e relationship between observed heilt flow and geological environment 
was studied along four CSP tracks, SCAN 10, VEMA 24 - 3, PLEI ADES 3 and KNORR 
73-4, tl'"ansecting the equatorial sediment bulge (Figures 11 through 15). Two 
of these tracks (SCAN 10 and VEMA 24-3 ) were di scussed by Sclater et al. 
(1976). Tne geological environment \.,.a5 cldssified according to the scheme of 
Selater et al. (1976) in which a l etter \I/as assigned to eacll of four 
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FigllrC! 11. lin e draV/ing of the CSP records collected during SCAN 10 annotated 
with th e heat flm'i measurements of Sclater et al. (1971). Ship 's track is 
shown in Figu re 10 and the portion corresponqing to the l ine drawing i s marked 
A-B. The stations I<ith the heat flo" values of 2.72, 2.80, 1.16 , 2.42, 2.58 
and 2. 31 were located in A env ironments (Sclater et al., 1976) . 
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Figure 12. CSP records collected during VEMA 24-3, (a) between 1000 and 
1250 W, (b) between 1250 and 150oW, annotated with the heat fl ow 
measurements reported by Langseth et a1. (1971) and the geo logic environmen t 
, 
(Sclater et a1., 1976) . Sh ip·s track is shOl~n in Figure 10. 
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Figure 13. CSPrecords co ll ected during PLEIADES 3, (aJ 1010 to lZZo W, 
(bJ 122" to 1330 W and (cJ 1330 to 1400 W, anno tated with th e r esults of 
the heat flow me.asurements and the geolog i.ca l environment (Sclater et al . , 
1976). Vol ume flux values are in parenthesis. Ship' s track is shown in 
Figure 10 . 
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Figure 14. Continuous seismic profiling (eSP) records collected during KNORR 
73-4, (a) from 11 70 45' to 1290 W, (b) from 129" to 13SoW and (c) 
13SO t o 1450 W, annotated with the results of the heat flow measurement s 
and the geologic environment (Sclater et al.~. 197 6). Volume flu x value s are 
in parenthesi s . Ship 's track is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 15. KNORR 73-4 CSP records collected .long the east-west profile A-A' 
across tne boundary of the low heat flm'l zone annot ated with the results of 
stations 5 through 9. The boundary is l ocated within the detailed survey area 
(see Figure 17). 
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Figure 16. Classification scheme of geological environments evaluated from 
CSP data (Sclater et al., 1976). 
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subdivisions shO\~n ;n Figure 16. Th e classifications are: A~ fl at or roll i ng 
l1ills \1ith greater than 150-200 me ter s of continuous sediment cover within 18 
km of the s tation; B ~ flat or rolling l1i115 with generally greater tllan 20 
meters of continuous sediment cover where outcropping basement hi ghs or very 
thin sed iment cover is obser ve d; C. a site in an area of rolling hill s or 
r ough t opography with a thin or variable sed iment cover; and D. a site in a 
sedime nt pond between or next to an obvious outcropping baseme nt high. 
Tn e CSP r ecords in Figures 11 through 15 are annotated with th e station 
identification, the heat flow result s and an evaluation of 'the geological 
env ironment . Th ere is a c lear relation Sh'ip between heat fl m'l and geolog i ca l 
env ironment illustrated in these figures. As the thickness of the sediment 
increases , uniform Il eat flow is foun d. Where the sed i ment cover is l ess Ulan 
200 meters and basemen t ca n be seen to outcrop. the values are, generally l ow 
and vd )' i ab l e. 
Figur e 11 is a line drawing of a sec ti on of CSP records fr om Scripps 
cr ui se SCAN 10 tran sect ing th e s ediment bulge from sou t h to north at ll4o~S. 
These records are shown \'1 1 th a dashed 1 in e mark ed 'A-a in Figure 10. Apart 
from the 1. 16 HFU va lue in til e middle of the bulge , fi ve va lues (2.72. 2.BO, 
2'.42,2.51,2.31 HFU) show remarkably littl e scat t er and a clear correlation 
of A env ironment s and the 200 meter isopach. Th e ave r age he at fl ow of th ese A 
s t ations and crus tal age (1 5- 20 m.j . ) i s plotted in Fig ure 3. 
Th e east-Ioles t profile of L-O GO cruise VEMA 24-3 i s shown in Fi gure s 12 a 
and ll. Th e stations assign ed an A environment along thi s track were t he basiS 
for tl) C aver agc heat f1m'l val ue for the equatoria l Pacific plotted in Fi gure 3 
(av er age c)"usta l age of 55 m.y.). Stat i ons 27-31 r anged in env i ronmen t from B 
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to O. Station 32, located near the intersection of the VEMA 24-3 and SCAN 10 
tracks, has an A environment of heat flaw value 2. 77, s imilar t o the average 
value of the SCAN 10 data. With the exceptions of stations 38 and 45? all of 
the heat flow measurements west of ',50 are less than 1.20 HFU. Some of 
these stations clearly cannot be c l assified as A (stations 34, 37, 39, 40 and 
43). From the two-dimensional recona;ssance of the CSP track, stations 35 
(0 . 81 HFU). 38 (1.45 HFU). 41 (0.50 HFU) . 42 (0.51 HFU) . 44 (0 .89 HFU) and 45 
(1.55 HFU) appear to be A environments. We cannot det ermine the cause for the 
discrepancy with the sediment bl anket mode l presented by this data without 
additional three dimensional CSP coverage . 
The CSP data from PLEIADES 3 ;s shown in Figures 13 a, band c. 
Temper ature gradients and thermal conductivity profiles for the deep ly 
penetrating stations from PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73-4 are plotted in Figure 2. 
Between 1010 and l200W the records are poor in quality, making it 
difficult to assign an environment to stations 2 and 6. Station 2 was 
aSSigned a B environment and station 6 was not assigned an environment. At 
both of these stations the heat flow was high~ 3.48 and 3.58 HFU 
respective ly. The temperature gradient at station 2 was very non-linear (W = 
7.5 x 10- 6 cm/sec). We st of 120oW, environments could be evaluated. 
however , only three stations were assigned an A environment, 10, 12 and 16. 
The values of W calculated for stations 12 and 16 were relatively small (0.9 
and 0.8 x 10-6 cm/~ec respectively) and although a large value of W was 
calculated for station 10 (2.6 x 10- 6 cm/sec), it is poor ly resolved as the 
magnitude of its standard deviation (2.2 x 10-6 cm/sec) ;s large. Stations 
11. 14 and 15 were loca ted in B environment . At station 14 a high heat flow 
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of 1.81 HFU and a W of 5.9 ± ,~.O x 10-6 em/sec were observed. At stations 
11 and 15 several short probe measurements (2.5 meter penetration ) sampled low 
neat flow, l ess than 1 HFU, wiitn the exception of one high value of 2.09. 
The CSP records from KNORR 73-4 west of 117°4 5 '14 are shown in Figure 
14. Stations 15 through 19 were all assigned A environments. At e ach of 
these stations a heat flow gre~ater than 1 HFU was observed. Two of these 
stations were s lightly non-linear (stations 15 and 16). At s tati on 26, also 
an A environment, a heat flow of 1.S8 HFU and a volume flux of 0.4 x 10-6 
em/sec were measured . Stations 23, 24, 25 and 27 were ass igned B 
environments. At s tations 23 • . 24 and 25. low he at f l ow and hi gh volume fluxes 
w; th 1 a rge standard dev i a t1 onso were observed. 
A short east-west CSP line was run during KNORR 73-4 t o investigate an 
apparent tr ans ition between l ow and "normal" heat flow observed in the 
vic inity of 40N and 11SoW. Th e CSP records from this l ine are shown in 
Figure 15. The track of thi s profile marked A-A' is shown in Fi gure 17 al ong · 
witn the existing coverage of hea t flow measurements . The profiles of 
temperature versus depth are plotted in Figure 18. This area is one of the 
f ew sectors of the equatorial Pacific heat flow low where the data cover age is 
dense enough t o conf idently define its boundary. To the east a l on g 1140W 
are heat flow measurements fr(~ SCAN 10 that are compatible with the theoretical 
hea t flow for the appropriate age crust. A few degrees to the west. Von Herzen an! 
Uyeda (1963) observed several measuremen ts which are low and scattered. 
Several pogo neat flow stations were deployed eastward, retracing the 
CSP profile. In Figure 15, the projection of these me asurements onto 
the CSP 1 ine is shown, however. these pas i ti ons are approximate as the actua 1 
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Figure 17 . Map of the we ll-defined eastern boundary of the low ~leat flow 
lone . In cluded are th e l ocations of t he sh ip' s track of the CSP 1 ine cr ossing 
thi s boundary , th e l oca ti ons of multi-penet~at i on stations along the CSP 
profi Ie , the detailed survey a t 40N. 1101°\4 and all other heat fl ow data in 
t he vicinity . 
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Figure 18. Temperature ver s us depth ddta corresponding to the s tati ons 
located a long profile A~A' . Each profile is identified by station numuer 
along \'lith th e value of heat flow and volume flu x. The horizontal sca1e 
divisi oll s are O. l oC. Errors bars ass igned to the t emperature da t a are 
sI101'>'n. Th e 1 ines dr i)l-m t hrough the temper ature dat e) r epr esent t he bes t fit o f 
a si mpl e conduc tiv e/ convec ti ve th ermal mode l (s ee t ex t) , 
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Fi gure 18 (HISS I NG) 
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stations were located les s t han a degree to the north of the pr ofil e (Figure 
17) . In Figure 15 the CSP line ; s annot ated with the re su lts of these 
measurement s, (vol ume flux in parentheses). The bathymetry observed during 
the heat f low measurements closely followed t he CSP bathymetry suggest ing that 
the featur es observed in the CSP records are roughly lineated north-south. 
Tnroughout the profi le the basement i s draped by over 0.2 sec. of sediment 
excep t where outcropping basement occurs. It is mos t li ke l y tha t i n the area 
of rough basement (to the west), the sedimen t cover is pierced by numerous 
ou tcrops . in addition t o those visi bl e in the CSP records . 
The basement topography along this line change s fr om smooth (statiom 5) 
to rough (stat ion 9) towards the west as the geol og i cal environment Changes 
fr om A to B. Tne correspondi ng heat flow observations change fr om "normal II 
values with ne arly zero flow rates for A environments (at stat ion 5, \oj 
ranged from 0 to < 7xlO· 7 em/sec) to variable heat flu x with W rang ing from 
1. 2 to 13.6xlO-6 cm/sec for B environment s (stat ions 6 through 9). 
Deta il ed Survey Studie s : 
Detai led studies of the relationship between heat flow and geolog ica l 
env ironment were conducted at three sites (Figure 1). Thes e surveys consis t ed 
of closely spaced heat flow measurements withi n a gri d of CSP tracks. 
Contoured ma ps of both bathymetry and sediment thickness were obta ined. The 
surveys were located as foll ows : survey 1 (PLEIADES 3) was outside the l ow 
heat f low zone at 4oN, 136oW; survey 2 (KNORR 73·4) was in s ide the l ow 
zone , jus t north of t he Galapagos Fracture Zone at l o30'S.13 1 030 '~; and 
survey 3 (KNORR 73 -4) was at a t ransition between the low heat flow zone 
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and the unormaP heat flow values previously discussed in Figures 15, 17 and 
18 at 4oN, 114oW. 
The contoured bathymetry and sediment thickness maps for survey 1 are 
shown in Figures 19 and 20. SE~d;ment thickness for this region is greater 
than 0.4 seconds reflection ti(~, with the exception of a northwest-southeast 
trending trough, around which the sediment cover thins to less than 0 . 2 
seconds reflection time. This trough is bounded to the north by a 75 meter 
scarp which represents a step-jump in the ba.thymetry from 4500 meters in the 
southwest to 4425 meters in the northeast. It is difficult to determine from 
the CSP records whether the basement outcrops along the scarp. However, it 
appears that the thinnest sediments occur just southwest of the scarp in the 
deepest section of the trough. Twenty heat flow measurements were made in the 
survey area. The heat flow stilt ion identifications are plotted in Figure 19 
and the results of the heat flow measurements are included in Figure 20. Two 
measurements were deeply penetrating (squares in Figures 19 and 20), both of 
which defined linear temperatur-e gradients (stations P1S and P20 in Figure 
3). The other eighteen meaSUrE!ments were taken USing a short probe, 
penetrating 2. 5 meters (circles in Figures 19 and 20). Since the survey and 
the heat flow measurements WerE! navigated by sate11ite, errors in position ,up 
to 1 km are possible. The sixteen heat flow measurements located at and 
southwest of the trough are re~larkab1y uniform (average value of 1.89 ± 0.09 
HFU and crustal age of approximately 55 m.y.). To the northeast, four 
measurements of lower heat flo .... ' were observed (0.93,1.18,1.31 and 1.56 
HFU). The temperature gradient measured down to 10 meters at one of these 
sites, station 20 ( 1. 31 HFU), did not show any sign of non·1inearity. 
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Figure 19. Bathymetry in corrected meters contoured at 25 meter i ntervals and 
l ocdtiotl s of heJt fl 0\1 measur ements in the PLEIADES 3 deta iled heat fl ow 
survey centered .)t 4oN. 136oW. Pogo and piston core s t at ions arc mark.ed 
1).1 circles and s quares respect 'ive ly . Th e l ocation of the shi p ' s trac k during 
til e CSP and bathYI1l:! tri c s urv e y is shown by light dashed lin es . 
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Figure 20 . Sed iment th i ckness in second s o f b'lo way travel t ime contoured ~t 
0. 2 second interva l s and hea t fl ow values in heat fl m'l units i n t he PLE IADES 3 
de tai l ed heat fl o\"/ survey centered at qON, 136oW. Pogo and piston core 
stat io l1 s ilr c marked by circl es an d squares respec t i vely_, The location of the 
ship ' s track dur ing the csr and bathyme tri c survey is shov/n by light dashed 
lines . 
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Analysis of the refract ion of heat due to the co ntrast in thermal conductivity 
between basement and sediment using the technique of Sclater and Miller (1969) 
could not explain the observed low heat flow to the northeast of the scarp. 
Due t o their proxi mity to local topographical highs, it is po ss ible that these 
fou r low measurements have resulted from recent sediment slumping or creep. 
The average value for all the measurements within survey 1 is 1.76 ± 0.30 HFU. 
The second survey was conducted around a radar reflector buoy centered 
at ,025 ' S and 131 027'W. Figures 21 and 22 are contoured maps of the 
bathymetry and sediment thickness. There is a north-south lineation 1n the 
bathymetry mos t noticeable ;n a wide valley at 4500 meters depth passing 
through its center. At the southern end of this valley, this depression is 7 
km wide, broadening northward to over 15 km. The topography reaches its 
Shallowest point in the northeastern part of the survey where it reaches 4350 
meters. The sediment thi ck ness is variable ranging from 0. 05 to 0.4 seco nds 
ref lection time. 
Twelve heat flow measuremen~s were made within survey two. The 
locations of these sta ti ons are shown in Figure 21 and th e results are 
included in Figure 22 . Wi th the exception of one piston core station (station 
20), all heat flow ~easurements fall along an east-west profile marked 0-0' in 
Figures 21 and 22. This line transects the valley at the southern part of the 
survey. Figure 23 is a drawing of the vertical cross sec ti on of this 
transect . Included in this drawing are plots of the results of the heat flow 
data reductio n, showing the ca lcul ated values for Q and W with standard 
deviations. The heat flow values range between 0. 3 and 1.0 HFU with standard 
deviations of up to 50%. The best fit volume flux es are high , generally 
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Figure 21. Bathymetry;n corrected meters contoured at 25 meter interv a l s and 
locations of heat flow measurements in the KNORR 73-4 detai led heat flow 
sUt'vey centered at 10 30' S, 131 0 30'W. Multi-~enetration and piston core 
stations are marked by circles and squares respectively. The location of the 
ship's track during the CSP and bathymetric survey i s shown by 1 ight dashed 
lines. 
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Figure 22. Sed i men t thickness in seconds of two way trave l ti me contow'ed in 
0.05 sec intervals and heat flow va lues in hea t flow units in the KNORR 73-4 
deta il ed heat flO\-,1 survey centered at , 030 ' S, 131030 ' W. Multi-penetration 
and piston core stations ar e marked by ci rc l es and squares respect ively. Th e 
l ocation of the sIl"ip's track during t he CSP and bathymetric survey i s shown by 
li ght dash ed lines . 
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Figure 23 . SChematic diagram of basement and sediment thickness along proFil e 
0-0'. Al so plotted are tile best fit va l ues and standard deviations of both 
Ileat fl ow and volume flu x . 
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between 1 to 3xl0- 6 em/sec, however. the standard deviations of these values 
are also very large. These results are consistent with the conclusions drawn 
in Appendix II based on the statistical analysis of the non-linear regression 
technique. For small values of Q, the resolution of the model parameters is 
poor. and it is difficult to determine with confidence the volume flux. In 
the real data this is shown by the large standard deviations in Figure 23 and 
Table 2. 
All measurement locati ons in survey 2 have been assigned a B 
environment. Although there is definite curvature in these temperature 
measurements, due to the low heat flow and the uncertanties of the temperature 
measurements we cannot draw definite conclusions about the small scale 
variability of the thermal structure. However, the heat flow is remarkably 
low, well below 1 HFU~ and the temperature gradients are non-linear . 
The third survey was located at a transition from the low heat flow zone 
t o the "norma l" hea t flow observed on the SCAN 10 prof 11 e (F i gure 11). 
Figures 24 and 25 are the contoured maps of bathymetry and sediment 
thi ckness. The heat flow station identifications are plotted in Figure 24 and 
the results of the heat flow measureme nts are included in Figure 25. The 
seafloor topography consists of rolling hills of 50 meters relief with the 
exception of a large hill at 4001.5'N~ ll4006'W. 8asement is covered by a 
uniform sediment blanket of 0.3 seconds reflection time thicknes s ~ except in 
the v";cinity of the hil l where it thin s to about 0.05 seconds reflect ion time. 
Twenty heat flow measurements were made in this survey loca t ed roughly 
along two east-west profiles marked 8-8 1 and C-C 1 • The survey and the heat 
flow measurements were navigated around a radar reflector buoy centered 
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Figu re 24 . UalJly.nc try 'in corrected meters contOtlrelt Jt £5 meter 'intcrv ,l ls and 
l ocati ons of neat £1 01'1 mCtlsu r emen t s in th e KNORR 73~4 deta il ed heat f l ow 
survey centered at 1l0 N, 114014 . The l ocat i on of the sh ip's tr ack during 
the CSP .:snd bathymetric survey is shmm by li ght dash ed l ines . 
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Figure 25. Sedime nt thicknt!5s i n seconds o f two I'lay travel time contoured at 
0.05 second intervals and heat f l ol" va l ues in heat f1 Q1~ units in the KNORR 
73-4 de ldiled Il eat flo,., survey centered at 4oN, 114oW. The location of 
t ile ship ' s track during the CSP and bathymetr i c survey is sho\'1 rl by light 
dashed 1 ines. 
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30 SS'N, 1140 07'W. Cross-sectional line drawings of the basement and 
sediment cover along these two profiles and plots of heat flow results are 
shown in Figures 26 and 27. In both profiles the heat flow increases from 
west to east from about 1.2 HFU to over 3.0 HFU. All values of volume flux 
are positive. thus indicating flow out df the seaf loor . There is no evidence 
of recharging flow. The temperature versus depth profiles for these ~tations 
are shown in Figures 28 and 29. For the situation where recharge occurs we 
would expect to observe an i sothermal or very low gradient temperature profile 
depending on the rate of recharge, and to calculate essentially a l ow heat 
flow value. 
For line 8-8' the calcula ted flow rates show a cyc li c pattern that varies 
from less than 10-6 cmlsec to about 7.5xlO- 6 cm/sec over 10 km. However, 
this i s somewhat obscured by the uncertainty in the determination of these 
values. Along line C-C' the flow rates range between 1 to 3xlO-6 cmlsec and 
do not follow any particular pattern . 
The hill 2-3 km north of line B- B' does not appear to influence to 
observed heat flow pattern. At station 5 from the l140 -11 50 30 'W east-west 
profile (Figures lS and 18), a high heat flow and a linear temperature 
gradient were observed. With the exception of station 10 the high heat flow 
obser.ved in the eastern portion of the survey is associated with high fl ow 
rates (as high as 3xlO-6 cm/sec). From Figures 26 and 27 there does not 
appear to be an obvious relationship between heat flow, basement t opography 
and sediment cover. We cannot determine the cause of the observed eastward 
increase in heat f l ow from this small survey. From our regional data we know 
that the nature of the crust and sediment cover changes dramatically 
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Figure 26. Schematic diagram of basemen t and sediment thicknes s along profi l e 
B-B '. Also plotted are th e best f it va lues and standard deviations of both 
hea t f 101'# and volume flux. 
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Figure 27 . Schematic diagram of basement and sediment th-ickness a l ong profi l e 
(_ Cr , Also plotted are th e best fit values and standard deviati ons of both 
heat fl O\-, and vo lume flux . 
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Figure 28. Temperature versus depth data corresponding to the stations 
located along profile 8-8'. Each profile is identified by station number 
along with the value of heat flow and volume flux. Error bars assigned to 
the temperature data are shown. The lines drawn through the temperature data 
represent the best fit of a simple conductive/convective themal model (see 
text ) . The profiles are staggered to avoid overlap. 
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Figure 29. Temperature versus depth data corresponding to the stations 
located along profile C- C1 , Each profile is identified by station number 
along with the value of heat flow and volume flux. Error bars assigned to the 
temperature da ta are Shown. The lines drawn through the temperature data 
represent the best fit of a simple conductive/convective thermal model (see 
text). Each temperature profile is shifted to th~ right by several tenths 
a degree to avoid overlap . 
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from l'IC!st to east. accompanied by an equa. lly dramatic change in Ileat flm'l 
(Figure 16). rt is possib l ~ that tile sca l e of the tran s ition from the l ow 
neat fl0'.4 ZOl le to unormal" gradients is l arger l llan tile size of our survey. 
and thdt linear gradients "\'/ould be observed (similar to tile SCAN 10 data) if 
our profiles extended further to tile east. 
From ttle re sults collected on PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73"4, a relatively 
11igll Ileal f101'l and a volume fl ux l ess than 10-6 crn/St'!c have been observed 
f(lf medsurements l ociltcd ;11 A environments (see Tables 7. and 3) . Scattered 
hl! ~\t fl ow va 1 U(!S and a wide range of va 1 urne fl ux I'li til 1 arge s tandard 
dell; ilt ions chal~ac t.er i zed tlH! measureillents ob5erved ill utller cnvi rOrlmen ts . J n 
Figure 30 t he r esults of a ll ttlC heat f l o'.'l meas urement:.; inc luding the surv(~y 
data from KNUIH( 73-4 are plotted as 11zat flow versus volulIle flux. A 
cllvirol l m~nts a r e indicated by cil·c l es and 13, C and 0 environments are mdrked 
l<J i th crosses. Also included in t hi s figu "e are the stan dard deviations of 
t tll!Se parameters shQlm a~ thin l ines . There i s a high cQ1·relat;on of 101'/ 
velu ilic nux a nd small standard deviations I"lith A environrn~nts. In Figure 31 
hCJt flQlo) values obser ved in A environments are plotted versus crusta l age . 
It is c l ear tl1dt many of tll~se stations have values substuntial l y l ess than 
theoretical. Likewise, in Figure 30 there is a higtl correlation of poorly 
COllstrail1cd l Jrgc valu~s of W \dttl B, C and 0 env ironmen t s. In othel' I"lords , 
marl! n~drly linear 91'adients a re associated I-lith A env i )"onments and non-linear 
witn tile otller classifications. 
The aSSignment of environments to s tati ons usin g tile 2-0 CSP pro fi l es 
are straiglltforl-/ilrd, 1l000~ever, there is always some uncertainty in assi9llin~t A 
env i rOllments due to tile obv i ous I ack of i nformdt ion pel"pend ic u 1 ar to th e 
ll"dc!:, III Figur e 3D, tl'/O stations a5signcd A env ironmen ts have volume f lll,xes 
11 8 
Fig ure 30 . Heat flow plo tL ed vers uS vo lume flux f or all da t a from KNORR 
73-11. A cnv i r onmen t s an d B, C and 0 env i r anmen t s ar e respcc t 1 ve 1 y i nd i Cd t ed 
by c i rc l es and crosses . Standar d deviat ions of these parame t ers are shmom by 
tll in lilies . 
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Figure 31. A plot of the l og of A enviro nment he at flow valu e s against th e 
log of crustal age. Also s hmm is tne average heat flo\~ value from survey 1 
and til :;! VEf.1A 21J-3 average value from F;gu l '~ 3. 
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greilLer than 10-6 ctll/sec and pl ot \'Iell with the other stations . Onc of 
tlll.!S(! 1!I'.! d:'lJrl ~II I'.!nlS lid " t1 poorly conSl.r ll'illcd vo l\l m~ flu :( th;:tl Uldy rdlect LIlt' 
qllJI ity o f till! dul(] . The other rneilsuremcnt \~as a pi5ton core, station 15. 
\'/ih:~rl! the therlll td conductivity structure \~as well determined (Figure 2) . 
Tnerl! is littl e corr~lat"hm bebleen heat f l o\1 and volwne flux irrespec tive of 
cnvil'vnmel1t . 
We cannot resolve "'/hy several of the A environment stations froUl VEMA 
211 -3 drc incompatiolc with the sedill1r~nt blanket model. Two poss iblc 
eXr1an .l tiolls iH'C thilt due to the h:o- dimens ionality of th e CSP tracks, they 
\~e(' ~ rnisassigned 1\ environments. or l ess lH~e ly that the heal flO'."r 
mC l sur~ments t hemselves ar~ of poor quality. Tn the next sec ti on ,./C S1101"1 
sUI1Port f or th e fonner expla.nati:Jn. 
l~ l!9j onal Study uf lIeat FloI'J: 
Figure s 1 c1nd 10 s tl Ol'J tllL~ di stribution of he at flO\'J mCdsurCllIent s and 
stllnill clr i ze Ul e t ecton i c anll scdimcnt.1ry environment of Lhe equJtorid l flacific 
DCCJIl. III som,! areas the Il eilt flm'J cov erage ;s sparse. Tl1i.$ r cg i oll is we ll 
trave rS t!d \./; til C51' t r'dcks CllilU ling ttu~ sed i lllcn t cove r to be adequ il te 1 y 
contuured . ThC t ectoni c reconstruction is complicated due to the 10\'/ 
lnclinat ion of the magnetic fi eld near til e eq uator . Based on DSDP , 
tuPOUrl1pflic and CSP data tile tectonics of the equatorial Pacific appears to be 
cUllInlex , dS previuusly discussed . Although the sediment cover betl1cen the 
equiltur and SON is thick. it is perforated by nu me rou s outcrops, many 
l oeutcd in r e~Jion s of i nten se basement r ougllncss. f10st of tile 10'. ... h~dt fl Ql-I 
zone is cuv~rcd by ov e r 200 meters of sed im0. nt and brol1d areas of flilt 
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basement, probab l y horizon 6 , exist between 11 50 and 131°\4 . 
Th ere are sevcloa l areas within t he 10\'1 heat flow zone that sllOUld be 
d i scussed in 1; ght of the observat ions f rom the CS? track and deta i led survey 
studies. In the vicinity of 2oN, 1 J90~1 . three high heat flo\'l measurements 
exi st , all l oc(lteLl in 1\ env i ronm~t1ts (one from KNORR 73-4 and tl'iO from VEr1A 
18-1 5). located slight l y to the west are tllree 10\'1 Ileat flOl'o' measurements , 
l ocated in B envirO llulenLs (one f r om VEMA 24 - 3 and t\~O from VENA 18- 15) . From 
the VEr·\/\ 24-3 C5P records (Figure 12), it appe ars t hat to the wes t of VENA 
24 - 3 station 34 (0.4 1 HFU) the basement is ro'ugh and to til e east it is smooth. 
Severa l stations . from PLEIADES 3 and KNORR 73-4 are located at l ON 
lJctl'l'een 127° to 1290w, nine of \'Ih i ch llre in A environments. Fl at basement 
(hor i zon B) is Observed throughout th i s area . The average Ileat flow for these 
meas uremen ts i s 1.40 ±0 . 26 IIFU. Alth aug! \ this is significant l y h i gher than 
tile otlH!r measurements \'Iithin the 10 ... ' zone , for an estimated crustal age of 26 
to 30 ma this average va l ue is st il l quite 1m'l . 
Between 131 0 and 138o~l, the roughnes s of tile basement increases 
dramatically . This is 51101'/0 in the CSP r ecords from VEi~A 24-3 (Figur-e 13), 
hO~/ev~r , in t h ~se and other east-\-Iest profiles the ba sem~n t roughness is not 
as striking as some other tracks ori ented in a more nortll - south direction SUC ll 
as CONRAO 10-06, SCAN B, SCAN 9 and DSDP 9 . Th i s broad area of rough basement 
appears 4n the east-west CSP records from PLEIADES 3 (Figure 14) only as Il 
sh0rt segnent of r OIJgh basement a l ong a profi l e that otherwise Sl10WS very f l at 
casement. I~e have already speculated that this l oca l iz ed basement r oughne ss 
may be ndated to the tennination o f the Galapagos Fra c ture Zone illld til e 
reorientation of spreading direc tion. Th e he a t f l Q\'/ in this r C9i o n is vC!.ry 
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low, directly cor~e ldted witn the ba sem~nt roughness. To th e wes t the CSP 
coverage is sparse and the nature of tne basement is unknown. Many of th e A 
envi ronment VEMA 24·3 heat flow stations that contradict the thermal models 
are located west of 1350 W. Figures 1 and 10 show tha t very little data 
exists in the vicinity of the se measurements . If the rough basement observed 
between 131 0 and 140o ~ continues westward, it i s possib l e that t he sing le 
line CSP data at these stations is not adequate for the aSSignment of 
environments. 
South of SON significant changes in the basemen t roughne ss occur at 
131 oW. To toe we st the basemen t ;s very rough and to t he east there are 
isolat ed outcrops and l ocalized areas of rough basement. Wi thin both areas, 
heat fl ow well below 1 HFU has been observed. From the existing CSP coverage 
many of these values have oeen correlated with outcropping basement. however, 
at several s tati ons located in A environments , heat fl ow well be low the 
tneoretica l was measured. From tn e data pl otted along the CSP tra cks , th ere 
are signifi cant l y f ewer outcrops east of 1310w than to th e west. It i s 
li kely tnat between 1150 and 1300w there are broad areas of fla t basement 
and th ick se dimen t s where norma l heat flow would be measured , howev er, du e to 
t ne lack of measu rements and the high occurrence of B environments at the 
sta ti ons tnat do exist . we cannot confirm t hi s. 
Average val ues of the A environment heat flow values pl otted in Fi gure 31 
are listed in Table 4. The three KNORR 73-4 measurements l ocated at 1140 w 
have been averaged with the SCAN 10 A environment data. This revised heat 
flow average is 2.48 ±O. 50 HFU . The average of the A environment measurements 
located on crus t between t ne ages of 23 an d 32 rna is 1.37 ±O. 27 HFU. Al t hou gh 
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th i s is grea t e r tha n t ile ave r age va l ue obta in ed "from the VEMA 24 - 3 
measurements l'ies t of 1 30o \1 ~ O. 92±O. 48 HFU~ t hi s avera ge i s st ill \<lell bel 0\"' 
til e t heoret ical f or t his r ange of crus t al age . We cannot accoun t f or t hi s 
d iscrepancy bet ..... een obser ved and th eor e t ica l heat fl ow . Th e heat f 10\'i ave r age 
f or the measurements in su r vey 1 ; s 1. 76 ±O . 30 HFU whi ch i s in good agreement 
\'iith the t heoret i cal va l ue of 1. 60 HFU f or c r us t of about 55 m. y. From 
Fi gures 19 and 20 ~ survey 1 i s l ocat ed in a B geo l og i cal env i ronment. It ; s 
p055 i l> l e t hat nydrolherma l c ircu l at ion wittlin t he s ut"vey 1 cr ust has ceased or 
has been attenuated to t he poi nt '.'/here 1 t nci l onger has an infl uence on t he 
surficia l tlea t f l ow . 
In Figur e 32 the l og of the heat fl ow averages reported i n Tab l e 4 ar e 
pl otted ver s us t he l og of c ru stal age. The agr eement of ttl e data f r om ll tl°\4 
and th e PLEIADES 3 deta il ed survey with t he t heoret i ca l values 1S apparent oS 
I·,~ ll as th e l aCk of agreement of t he KNORR 73-4 and VEM.4 24 - 3 averages . 
SED I,1ENT PHYS ICAL PROPERTI ES : 
The convec t ion/conduc ti on heat t ransport mode l used ; n th e data reduct i on 
pr edicts ve r tica l fl ui d ve l ocities on the or der of 10- 6 cm/sec. Such f l o~'ls 
appt!ar surpr i s ingl y hi gh , especially when compared t o t he hydrau li c 
res i stiv i ty of the sediment l ayer. Crol'le and Sil va (i n preparation) conducted 
a laboratory study of t he pe rmeab il ty charac t erist i cs of several biogenic 
s 02 dimellt samp l es obtained from KNORR 73-4 stat i on 15 and found permeabi lit ies 
of ord!:!r of magnitude 10- 6 em/sec at in- s i t u va l ues of void ratio. 
Severa l of the geomechanica l properties of t il e sed ime n ts in tll is core are 
plo tted versus depth i n Fi gllt"e 33. Ft"om th i s f i gure ~'le can obs erve t l! ~ 
Area 
a 
b 
c 
d 
a 
b 
c 
d 
Table 4. Mean and Standard Deviations of Heat Flow Data 
From the Equatorial Pacine Ocean 
Age Range No. of Mean Standard 
m. y. B.P. Stations lACal/cm2-sec Deviation 
lJca1/cm2-sec 
15 20 10 2.48 0.50 
23 32 10 1.37 0.27 
35 - 75 6 0.92 0.48 
50 - 60 20 1.76 0.30 
SCAN 10 and KNORR 73-4 A environment values at 1140W 
PLEIAOES 3 and KNORR 73-4 A environment values 117OW-130oW 
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Standard 
Error 
0.17 
0.09 
0.20 
0.07 
VEMA 24-3 A environment values 1300W-1S00W (Sclater et al., 1976) 
PLEIAOES 3 detailed survey at 40N, 1360W 
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Figure 32 . Log of the heat fl ow averages and standard errors from PLEIADES 3 
and KNORR 73-4 plotted versus the log of crustal age. Al so included are the 
previous ly report ed heat f1o~J averages for the North Pacific (Sc1ater et a1.. 
1976). The so li d symbo l s represent the values li st ed in Table 4. 
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Figure 33. GeomeChalli cal properti es measured all s~diment f rom KNORR 73 -4 
station 15. Water content is the ratio of the we ight of \'1ater to so l ids x 
100 , void rat io i s the r ati o of void volume to solid vo lume , bulk den sity is 
in gm/cm3• spec i f ic gravity is th e r at io of so lid dens ity to that of \'iater , 
s ll e olr stre ngtn is a re l ative measure of th e "r esistence of the sed iment to a 
pene trating cane , carbonate content (circ les) and silica content (squares) in 
pcrCtmt \'I eigllt, th erma l conductivity in cal/cm-scc - oC xlO- 3. 
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varidtion of therMal conductivity with r espect to other physical pt"ope rtie s . 
Of interest is ttl e good inverse correlation of botn th erma l conductivity and 
CaC03~ \~ i tl~ Wd ter COil tent. 
Values of thermal conduct i vity measured on sediment recovered duri ng 
KNORR 73-4 s tation 15 using the needle -probe technique of Von Herzen and 
MJxl-/el l (19"59) , corrected to l!!.- s itu pressure and temperature, are pl otted 
versus \~e ight percent water in Figure 34. Also plotted arz the relati onsh ips 
between thermal conductivity and percent \'Jeight of water from Ratcliffe (1960) 
and l acilenh ruc ll and f4arsha ll (1966 ). The equation for Qur best fit to the 
K : 
i.. 75, / 0,160 
wher e \'1 is \~ater percent I'let weight. This )'e l ationship parallels that of 
la Ch..:rlbruch an~ Marsha 11 (1966), and is offset slight 1 y towards higher 
conductivit i es. This data appears to be the r esult of a tI~o end member 
system. CaC03 and 5i02. The study of Lach enbr:'uch and r-1arslla ll (19 66) 
(6 ) 
involved Arctic Ocean sediments. There i s no t~eason to expec t these .data sets 
to be similar. Values o f therma l conductivity of gl ob i gcrina oozes published 
in Clark (l966) are sligh tly les s than tIle values observed for glacial 
c l dys/globiger in a oozes . Wh en the accuracy of our measurements i s considered 
(betweerl 5 and 10 percent), the two data sets are somel'lliat compatible . The 
r ~ 'lati ons hip of Ratcliffe (19GO ) is l'Ic ll out of the ran ge of the errors in OUI" 
m~a5Ur~Crnl! llts. r e flecting the \'iidc range of s,ediment types used in that study, 
Carbonate content is plotted versus I'later content in Figure 35. Changes 
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Fi gure 34 . Plot of therma l conduct ivity versus percent water of tota l weigllt 
for KNORR 73-4 statio!'! 15 . The so lid line i s th e bes t fit of an equation of 
the fann K = ( a + bl>/)-l to thi s data where K i s th ermal conductivity a nd \~ 
is per cent \'lat er by weigh t (sec t ex t) . Th p- "dd5hed and Jotted 1 i ncs arc tl Jl~ 
best fit s of th e Sullie cqu.:lt i on to othe r sets o f deep sea sed imen t t herma l 
COllduc tivlly m~dsurl!mcn ts pul) l ishCd respective l y by lachcnbt"uc l] dtHJ Marsh.l ll 
( 1966) and Ratc lif fe (1 960) . 
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in tllC serJ;lnentatio n 'pattern ( elated to glacial/intergl<lci<ll stages control 
tIle carbOflJte content (Arrhenius, 1952) . This is apparent in Figure 33. 
During glac i a l periods , the concentration of carbonate particulates greatly 
exceeds th Jt of s ili ceous , result ing in a l ow water conten t (about 100%) ~nd a 
l1i gh therrnal conduct ivity (greater th an 2.0 meal/em or. sec ). During 
illtergl aci al period s the sedimenta t ion rate fOI' carlJVIH te is I OI~ l .. !t i l e tI le 
s i 1 iceous component stays somewhat constant resul ting ·in a major S i02 
component. Higtler wilter contents (greater th ':ln 200%) and l owe r values of 
UI!!rrnill conductivity (less ttl']n l. 8xlO- 3 ca llen? DC sec ) occur . 
Pruf; Ics of t hermal conductivity based on vlidcly spaced measurements (25 
CIII or' greater) il 10n9 the recovered core fr om stations in the equa t oria l 
Pdcific eXllibit grea t sca tter (Figul"e 2). From Figures 34 and 35 t h is scatter 
in tll~ thermal conductiv ity metlsurements appears tv be real and reflects 
cllangl2S occuring in the sed i mentation pattel"o s . 
As a sedilllcn.t consolidates, void ratio varies as tIl e l og of verticil l 
stress ( Si~empton, 1970) . Tile relationship hctl~ccn perme,llJ ili ty and ver li c al 
stress i s a l so log.lt ithlllic. Cr owe alld S i l va (in PI"cIJJ r',llion ) m(~as\l\'e (J 
sediment perillcal); lity at vdrillus states of samp l e co nso lidati on. FnJIII this 
datu a rough tIlodel of permeability as a fun c tion of ov~rburdcn stl"t~SS can lJe 
cunst ructed " Th is is forrnu l ated as follOlts: 
z 
J Yb d z o 
wn 0r c 0v ;s effective vertical stl"ess and Yb i s buoyant dens ity. Yo can 
l>c I"wi ttcn as 
(7) 
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Figure 35 . Percent CaC03 plotted vers us wate r content for me asurement s 
obta i ned fr om KNORR 73-4 station 15. 
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(8 ) 
G equa l s specif ic gravity of the so lid fraction, e equals void ratio and i s 
the density of water . Using th e ex pcdmental da ta from Crowe anll Silva (in 
preparat i o n) and other unpublished consol ida ti an data from PL EIADE S 3 and 
KNORR 73-4 stations, relationships of both pe rmeabil ity and void rat i o with 
th e log of vertical stress have been constructed fo r equatorial Pacific 
sed iments. Assuming a l og re l at ionsh ip be~ween e and av o e = f(Ov ) = a + 
l> .10 g cr v' and so lv i ng eq uati~ns 7 and 8 for z we ge t a r e l a ti ons hip bet\<Jeen 
vertical stress and depth 
z = 
1 0 0 + f(ov) 
+ f ---''- dz 
y 0 G - 1 
wtlcr e Zo and 00 are the in·situ de pt h and vertica l s t ress for th e function 
f{o,,). Eva 'lu a tin g th e in tegra l i n eq ua tion 9 gives 
z = z 
o 
+ [(1 + a -
y (G-1 ) 
(9) 
Fi gure 36 is a plot of the ch ange of effec ti ve stress and permeab il ity ~'Jith 
deptll base d on equation 10 using the consol ida ti on and permeab il ity data 
obt~ined from the KNORR 73-4 samp l es. Th e range of values pl otted for 
vertical stress Vel"SUS depth r epresents the cumul ative results of over ten 
con sol i dation measurements. Th e two ra nges of values pl otted f or per meab ility 
versus depth correspond to r esult s obt~ined from both a calcareous ooze , 82% 
CaCU3 • 5% SlOZ' and a carbonate- s ili ,ceous ooze , 55% CaC03 . 30% Sial' 
TIl L? maximum v~rtictl l stress app l ied during'the consolidation measurements uas 
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Fi gure 36 . Plot of t he change o f effect i ve s tress and permeabi l ity ''l i th clr.ptll 
lJ il!.>ecJ on conso1 i dat i on and pcrmeab i 1 i ty mcasurem{!nts conducted us in9 sediments 
frolll 7PC , s t itt ion 15. 
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8.2 kg/cm2 which corresponds to the overburden stress at between 150 to 200 
meters in figure 36 . This plot suggests that permeability changes by les s 
than an order of magnitude over the sediment thicknesses observed in the 
equatorial Pacific. 
If we ignore such processes as diagenesis and slow chemical reaction s 
that occur over millions of years, we can calculate the pressure gradient s 
across the sediment layer necessary to drive the fluid flow predicted by the 
volume flows calculated using the non-linear temperature gradients. Using 
Darcy's law (Darcy, 1865) we have 
v = 
k 
-(-) VP ( 11) 
Y 
where k ;s hydraulic conductivity (cm/sec) and VP is the pressure gradient. 
The balance of forces at any point in the sediment column is expressed ;n the 
effective stress (0) equation (Terzagh;~ 1936) 
a = a - u 
where a is the total stress illpplied to the sediment and u is the pore 
pressure . Using Darcy1s law. equation 12 can be rewritten as 
z 
" = f Yb dz o 
y!! z 
k 
( 12) 
( 13) 
The ratio of volume flux to p,ermeability is critical in equation 13. For 
large values of W the values of permeability shown in Figure 36 will result in 
extemely large pressure gradients across the sediment layer. It is possible 
that if such a such a system existed the bulk permeability of the sediment 
layer would increase and probably never allow excessive pressure to build uP. 
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(i. e. quicksand). HUloJever, from tile conso l idation tests run on samples from 
KNUR~ 73- ,1 cores there i s no evidence of quick conditions existing (zero 
effective stress }, in fact the sediments appear to be normally consolidated 
(zero excess pore pressure). 
In Figure 37 excess pore pressures calculated for a range of vo lu me flux 
values uSing the permeability profile from Figure 36 are compared \'Iith the 
pr0file of vertical stress from Figure 36, " A volume flux of 10-7 em/sec 
(profile A in Figuf"e 37) does not r equire pore pressures that are la rge \·, itll 
respect to the lithostatic strr~ss (L in Figure 37). It appears that a volume 
flux of 10- 6 ernlsec will requke pore pressures exceeding the overburdell 
stress at some deptll within tile sediment column. For the r es ults presented in 
r. Figure 37 it app~ars that a vo'lume flux of 10" \) em/sec (profile B) ~'JOuld not 
prolluee lllJ(Jcr'Cons'll ida ted sed i men ts in the upper f CVI ten 5 a f me ter'"S. Nh i eh is 
cornpatilJle with our consoliddUon tests. Ho\~cver, OUI' results sug gest that a 
volume flux on tile order of 10 .. 5 em/sec (profile C) requires an extr~mcly 
lug2 pressure gradient to sustilin it. 
VOLUME FLUX ESTH-IATES FRO,~ PROF ILES OF PORE WATER CHEmSTRY: 
At three KNORR 73-4 sites" (stations 10 , 14 and 15). estimates of vo l ume 
flux based on profiles of tempE~rature and pore water chemistry over a depth of 
eleven meters were compared (Cr'ow~ and NcOuff, in preparation). Tile volume 
flux rates based on the geotllcr-mal data (Table 2) \~e re approximately three 
orelers of magflitucJe great l! r than those bdsed all profiles of s ul fate , 1.2 -
2 . 'lxlO- :J em/sec. TillS difference is difficult to explain by experimental 
un cc rtai!lty. dfld ~ttempts to account for tIle Observed geothermal datil using 
14 2 
Figure 37 . Comparison of excess pore pressures calculated fur a )-ange of 
volume flux values using tIle permeability versus depth profile fr om Figure 36 
witll the profil~ of lithostat ic stress fr om Figure 36. Profiles A, 6 and C 
are tIl e excess pore I-:ater profiles corresponding to volume flux rates of 
10-7, lO-Q and 10- 5 em/sec respectively. The 1 ithostat ic stress profile 
i s marked l. 
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pUI"f:ly conduct i v(~ tilerillal l110uels are UrlSllccl~$'::ifu l. 
Co tl c lu sions 
Low heilt f I Ow and non-l inear telliperatu r e 9((\(j i en t s were obsccved wi til; n 
ttle equatorial Pac i fic 101'1 heat flOl"l zone lls ing deep l y pcn ~trati ng temperature 
pn)bes (6 to 11 meters ). A simple r elationS hip betl<leen heat f l ow , t emper ature 
grttdi ent linear i tv and til e geologica l enl/il-onment of th e measurement 1>/3 5 
obserV2U . r'1easurements l ucated in the vic ini ty o f basement outcrops exhil)ited 
1011 lIeat fluw and nOli-li near gradients. ~~lIer'e Wi ck sediments comp letely 
covered th e bdscmcFlt , higllcr values of he,1t flOl'l and 1 incar gradients were 
oJ)servcu , UJ'.'It!vcr , t ll'..~SC h igher va l ues of hea t flow were not 31wilYS 
COII1/lat ioi e witll va lll ~ s pr ed ict ed IlY therma l mode l s t) f oCI~an i c cl'ust. 
A CSP study of t he geo logica l environment of t he equatorial Pacific 
silol"ll!d th at iJllhough the r egiun i s cov p. rcd by thick sequences of sediUlent , 
th i s sediment blanket is perfora t e d uy nume rou s basement uulc,'ops. I\n (lrea of 
itlll~nsiv~ basement I'oughne ss t'/JS observed hetvlecn 13 10 dnd 1300w south of 
SON . Tn~ 101'/ hcat flOI'I lon~ is the di r ect consequ enC02 of th e transport of 
hCdt by hydroth e r lnal circu l dt ion contro ll ed by these outcrop s . 
Tn e transHio:1 of hcat flO\;, across a we ll -def i ned boundary of the 10\1 
zOlle at 4oN, l14o~o/ \"las ct)ntro ll ed by basement roughness . High heat f 101"/ 
WJ. S O[lSerVeu \1here tIle basement \"las fl a t and a vari ab l e h~at nux ylhe,"e the 
baSl!mcnl \"1<15 rOLlgh. He at flo'1 i ll creased fr om 1.21 HFU to value s gr ea t.:~ I· tll iUl 
3 IIFIJ over a horizontal distance of 10 km . !-1m-leve r , non-1 i lh~ ':lr gradicn h t'H~r l! 
ou,;c l"vecl regardl ~~s of hellt fl ot·, va l ue . 1\ deta il ed s ur vey Hilhi u the lo\~ lOne 
SIHI'.Ir.d cunsi s t ently l Q1~ h ~d t fl o\., va1u ~s (,1bout 0 . 5 HFU) over a 25 km 
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profile. Outsid e til e 10\-1 zone on crust of about 55 rna, an average hea t flQ\o~ 
valu!! of 1.76 HFU \'Ia5 observed in a detailed survey \.,here outcropping basement 
occurred. Tne tlleoretical val ue for crust of this age is 1.60 HFU . I t i s 
possible t hat that at th i s site crustal convcc tion has ceased or ha s been 
great l y attenuated. 
App ] icat i an of a mode l of heat t ranport through the sediment l ayer by 
batn conduction and convect i on resu l ted in vo l ume f l uxes on t he order of 
10- 6 em/sec. A statis ti ca l analysis of our rC50 1ution of this parameter 
shOl'led that f101'/5 less than " 10-7 em/sec could'" not be distinguished from the 
case of a 1 in car temperature gradient if an instrumenta l prec isi on of 
O.DOl oe vias assumed, and t hat as the va l ue of Ilea t flail decreased so did our 
resolution of the parameter. For va l ues of heat flow l ess than 1 HFU~ the 
ao ility to resolve f 100'1s of order of mag,litude lO- 6 em/sec is great l y 
impa ired. 
Est imates of the pr'essure gradi~l1ts r l(~cessat~y to drive the flOl'l' of f l uid 
predicted by tne r.onvection/conduction model ~/ere made usi ng the results of 
lil!wratory measurements of per~m0.ability and con:;o l idati oll for equatoria l 
Pacific sediments . Tlle se results shO\'Ied that for vo l ume flUxes greated than 
10-6 em/sec, excessive hydraulic pressures (greater than lithostatic) are 
required unless drastic. alterati ons in the perm~ability of the sediment layer 
occur. Th e results of the consolidation tests and independent estimates of 
fluid fl m'~ using geochemical gradients at thre e sites in the equatorial 
Pacific do not support til e volume flux mode l . 
Conductive mode l s fail to explain thc 10\·1 Ileat flO:·1 and non-linear 
gradients oDserved in tile equatorial Pacific. The sense of fluid flo\'/ 
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suggested by the non-linear gradients ;s upward, out of the sediment column. 
No evidence of fluid recharge was found. We feel that the large values of 
volume flux estimated from the geothermal data are difficult to support dnd 
Shou ld not be openly accep ted as a valid heat transport mechanism until strong 
evidence, independent of the geothermal data, such as in-situ pore water 
chem i ca l profiles or in-situ pore water pressure measurements, are obtained . 
Alternative explanations for the non-linear gradients include temperature 
pertuf oati ons res ulting from the deployment of the temperature probe or 
incorrect estimates of sed iment permeabil i ty due to unrepresentative samples 
or failure to reproduce in-situ conditions in the laboratory. 
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APPENOIX I 
Ocscr'ipt i on of Least-Squares Non - linear Iteration Pr ogram 
Equat ;011 5 \-/a s fi t to the observed t empera ture versu s depth data 
us i ng a no n-linear multivar i ilte r e!jressio n program (Dixo ll . 1974) . Til e model 
Cdll IJ c f orlilld a t cd as fo ll o\'l5 (Dr aper and Sm ith . \966): 
d : f(l;,~ ) + e 
wncrc d :: an ol)served t emperature 
~ :: t)H~ depth of thi s measurement 
P ::: (Pl " P2>'" , Pp ) the parameters of th e mode l 
e ::: r es idua l of tile temperature obser vation. 
Fur rI ob5crvI1t ions we have N equati ons 
d .: F. ( I' ) + e. 
1 1 - 1 
'" 1, N 
(A 1 ) 
(A2) 
To find an est i mate P of ~. equat i on A2 mus t be l i near i zed . Ca rryi ng out a 
Taylor ser i es approx imat i on about an in it i a l guess p(l\'Ie Ilave 
d
1
· : F.(p') 
1 - (I'. 
1" 
+ •.. + e i ( A3) 
15 3 
\'iI\ere 
df l df l 
df i 
• 
dI':" •• • 
• 1 d1' • n 
dP j 
df N dfN 
<fi':" • •• 
1 ~ 
PI PI' 
(~ _ ~') • Pz - Pz' 
P - P , 
n n 
In matrix f orm I'le have : 
d i 
_d . o 
df i (P _ P') + e i • dPj 1 1" 
(M) 
(N xl) ( N x 11) (N x l) (N xl) 
6d • A· tr + e ( AS) 
whel~e l!.~ i s the difference bet\~ee n the obsened data and the va lues t he 
initia l guess \~ould produce , l!.~ is the diffe rence beb/cen real P and the 
in itia l guess and A = df i / dPj _ 
Wile n t il e e r rur s of the observations can be est imated , each equation can 
b..:! I'le i ghted bl.? dividing it by the standard d~viation o f the etror. 
If there are more equations t han pilramet~ r s (N) P) tIle l eas t sqlli1r~s 
, 
estilllat oZ! l!.~ of lIf. is 
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(A6) 
Equat i ol1 1\6 has the property t hat til e sum of the squared residuill i s minimized. 
= 
N 
t (d; 
;=1 
M 
r A; J" PJ.)'- = mi nimum j = 1 
( Al)" 
The in it i ol l guess can be improv ed by corr ec t i ng it .... Jith t.-.P olJtaineJ from 
til e l eds t squar"L!s proce.ss 
, , 
pi '"' po + 6P. ( AS) 
, 
Usir19 pI uS the nevI initial gue ss we can repeat the ca l culat"ion s i n equations 
1\2 througl l 1\7 . TIle proces s converges , if , at each iterati on , t he new s e t of 
p.l r arncters , Ek can improve t he fi t of t he mod"'"! l . The model i s conside r ed to 
have converged \V'hcn 
k \~I I ..! re Ct = 
cdtcri on. 
(A9) 
" ' p"k)2 " • C " "f" I u an l l 1 S a spec, If.){ convergence 
J 
APPE NDIX I I 
Eva luati on of Resolution and Sensitivity 
of th e Non-Linear Estimator 
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It is importa nt to es t abli Sh the r anges of parameters for \'/h ich 
med llingfu 1 resu 1 ts can be abta ;ned us ing the procedure discussed in Append; x 
J. We wish to determine the sucepl i bili ty of our results t o random and 
systemat ic errors in tile dat a and a l so to es t ablish the accur ac ies neces sary 
to obtain usefu l results. Major objective's··of the study are to estab l ish: 
(1) the minimum and maximum parameters tha t can be resol ved \'/1tI1i o 
accuracy of the data 
(2) the effect of on e or more individual poor qu a lity data poi nt s rlithin 
an othenlise high qua lity set of ohservations 
(3) the identification of data (individual or co ll ec tiv e ) tlh1t ilrc of 
questi ollllble re li abi li ty 
(4) th e ranges of par am~ ters t ha t fi t th e obset'ved data a dequate,ly. 
In order to accomp li sh t he above the response of our par ameter es t imator 
t o ar t i ficially generated data sets of known pr ec i s i on was studied. For a 
give n heat fl ow and mass flux, temperature profiles cons i st i ng of seven 
d; scre tc observat ion s over 11. 5 meters were generated us i n9 the th erma I 
conduct iv it y structure of station 15. For a more genera l 'stud y of this 
prL>b l em, the spac i ng of these t empera tu)'e observat i ons shou ld be varied . To 
eacl1 va l ue ~ norma lly distri buted r andom noise of a chosen stan dard deviat i oll 
;'1115 auded . Th e response of t he non l inec1r estimator to fi fty of th ese 
ar tificial da Ld sets was compi l ed and a mean va lue dtld standard deviation fo r 
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the resulting parameters was computed. 
In Figure 38 ar~ examples of the response of the nonlinear estiuhltor to 
four such data sets wtlere Q \.,I1S either 0.5, or 2.0 HFU, W ~.,as either 10- 7 or 
10-6 cm/sec, I) I-Jas eq ual t o zero and the standard dev iation of the rand om 
noise ranged from O.OOOloe to O.l oe. For data accurate to G.OOloe the 
results arc exce llent. For errors greater than a.OOloe the response of the 
estimator begi ns to degenerates. especially for low values of both Q and W. 
Values of W equal to 10-7 em/sec cou l d not be distinguished from W = 0 for 
errors of standard deviation of O. Oloc, however, tne estimates of Q ~'1ere 
qui te satisfactory . At l eve l s of noise greater tilan O.Oloe. the estimation 
of b is very poor. 
It appears that as Q dnd W increase, th e reso l ution of the es timator 
increases . Th e min imum values of the paranj(~tc rs distinguishable at the level 
of (lcct/racy of our data, is a function of both Q and W. Figure 39 contrasts 
tIle estil1lates of Q. \~ and [3 Obtained from ( l ) a 1 HF U conductiv e temperature 
profile. and (2) a convect i ve profile corresponding to a heat [101 ... of 1 HFU 
and mass flUX equal to 10-7 crn/sec , bOt!l perturbed in the manner previously 
discussed . The comparison of these results shows that. the estimator has 
trOUb l e reso l ving flO'.'1s le ss than 10-7 em/sec from the linear case . 
Tne data used in Figures 38 and 39 all consist of seven dis cl·ete values , 
I'lhictl cor.·esponds to the data collected during KNORR 73-4. On PLEIAD[S Ill~ 
only five Ul ermistors were used. The problem is poor ly constrained for botl} 
cru i ses as the degrees of freedom arc 4 and 2 repcc tively. The effect of the 
llUilliJer of O!)SCI·Vdt ions on til e respons e of th e estimator is very important. 
Results ollta i llcd from il profile consist ing of five temperature values spaced 
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Figure 38. Error estimation of heat flow (Q), volume flux (W) and penetration 
depth (b) as a functi on of t emperature er rors based on a numerical scheme 
desc ribed in Appendi x I. The errors resulting from norma l ly distributed 
errors of 10-4, 10-3, 10-2 and 10-1 °c f or Heat f101<S of 0. 5 and 2.0 
HFU dnd volume fluxes of 10-7 and 10-6 em/sec are contr(;sted. Note the 
dif f er ing vert ical sca l es f or Q and W between t he upper and l O\'ler graphs and 
lne decreasi ng reso luti on of th e non·lineat' estimator as heat flow decreases. 
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Figu l'e 39. Comparison of the errors resulti ng f ar a volume flux of 10-7 
cili/sec lind ttle case of no fl Dl'I at a heat flu x of 1.0 heat flo\'l uni t. It 
appears that tile nOfl-linedr estimator i s not capable of di st inguishing flol'ls 
of l ess than 10-7 em/sec . 
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over 11.5 meters for 1.0 HFU and lxlO- 6 'em/sec showed that up to a certa in 
magnitude of noise. the case with five observat ions i s as sensitive as the 
seven observation case. Howevcr~ a pOin t is reached \'Ihere resolution is lost 
quiCk.ly . fr om tile reduction of tile actual data, we found that for many 
stations where l ess than s ix thermistors defi ne the temperatw·e profile, the 
results were vcr y sensitive to sma ll perturbations in the observati ons. 
The set of residuals (ubserved minus predicted) associated with the 
relluct i on of real data someti mes include one or t\'IO tha t are significant l y 
large. It is apparent that tne effect of gross error s in one or hlO 
observat ion s can be very complicated and significant. "To get a feeling for 
thi s type of e r ror . one temperature va lue ~'Ias perturb~d \'Ii th noise of a.OloC 
wIll Ie the six other observat ions were held at const ant accul'acy of 10- 5 °c 
fO f Q and W equa l to 1 HFU and 10-6 em/sec respectively. We found that for 
l~ the effec t of perturbing one thermisto,' is very similar t o that of 
perturbing all seven . Also it is interesting t o see that some parameters are 
more sens itive to inaccuracies at d given depth than other s . For example, B 
appears to be more sens i tive to errors in sha ll ow observations . whi le \.oJ i s 
more sensit i ve to errors in deeper observations. 
Tne minimum magnitude of the residuals of the real data is about 
±O.ooZOC. Tne accuracy of our data collection system, (thermi stor 
calibrat ions and digita l recording system ) i s assumed to be 1 millidegree. 
TIll! accuracy of our data \-/ith respect to the true equi li brium temperature 
value has been est imated as between 1 and 30 millidegrees . In order to 
i ncorpora te tllesl'! error estimiltes . a ''Ie ight. w, was assigned to each 
temperature observation. The weights are defined as th e inverse of the 
. I 
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standtlrd dev i iltion of the measurement s, with the assigned errOl-S intcl"pre t ed 
as d rougll es timate of ttle standard deviation of the error s . Th e correlation 
betw~cn tn e residuals and the assigned errors was improve d by this choice of 
\·Jeighting. 
The res 'idlJa l s of some of our stations are on th e ±O.'OloC l eve l and 
must be accounted for. Errors due to poorly defin ed conductivity structure 
over the depth of our me asurements cannot expla i n these stations. The effect 
of using a varying th ermal concluctivity structure instead of a uniform 
structure cquul to the harmonic mean conduct i vity did not r es ult ill 
significant changes in til e res iduals . !1lJ1.,ever, ch anges in W of up to 50% 
occurred i n some instances . In a series of severa l con~ccutive measurements, 
variation in the nature of the r esiduals has been observed sU99o?s ting that 
phys ical processes assoc iated with ttle ac tu al deployment of tile cxperilll<!nt m.1Y 
be il fact u_-. 
CHAPTER THREE 
Permeability Measurements of Equatorial Pacific Ca rbonate 
Oozes Using A Direct Measurement Back-Press ured Technique 
by 
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"usmACT: 
Penlle.lbi I i l i..!s of d C(~p- :;r!" setl imen ts from t ll~ North ,lnll [qlhltor ial 
Pile i I' ic OC(~,ln II(lve been measured us i ng a d i ree t IIIcasurcul<::!n t teclm; que under 
cOlldltiuns of c omple t e por e fluid sa t url1 tio tl and one- d "jmcnsiotlal 
consoliddLion. TIl e cumplete sa t urat ion of PO\"C fluiu "is assured by the 
application o f bilck-pr essure (hydro s tatiC pressure). "HI e use of i ncre mentally 
illcr casing vertica l s tress endbles the delermi nati oll of pCI"mcabilily as a 
fllllCti oll o f void ra ti o at diffcrcf"] t st(lges of conso l idat i on 111 1ilc al so 
gual"anteei ng tile s t abi l i t y of ti le sediment microstructure. The range in 
p et'ln~ilb ; 1 i ty measure d fOl" carDonate-rich biogenic sediments fr om tile 
\!qualor i a[ Pacific was 7 . 0xlO- 7 to 7 . 0xlO- 6 em/sec f or a void rilti u range 
of 1. 95 to 5 . 1\ . Pr~viously re~orted pc rmcilbility meaSUI~Clllcnt5 of smectite and 
-il l il e from l!l2 North Pilcific arc ') l so summarized. Til e permeJ bil ity of illite 
rongell f r oUl l . ~; x la-8 to 1. 5x lO- 6 cili/sec over void ra tios of 1. J to 1\ . 1\ 
\"/lli Je for smectite the ra nge was frolll :Ll)xlU- 9 to 9.0xl O- 7 clIl/sec over 
void r il t-ius of 2 . 6 to 5 . 6. The range in vert i cal stress app li ed to tIle 
specimens dur i ng the direct penneability mea s uremen ts W<lS frum th e ·in-sHu 
s tress of tlw specimen , ol~de r of magnitude 0.1 kg/cm2 • to values est i ma t e d 
for s.edimellt overburdens of 150 to 200 meters , about 10 kg/cm2 • Th e pore 
structure of ttlC biogen i c sedi!nents \'/.15 stll di ed using scanning electron 
microsopc ( SEr'1) ptlotographs . Elongated pores , l ess than t\·/O microns in width , 
sitllate(1 withi!1 floccl ll ated s t ructures of clay a nd si l t s i zed particl es appear 
l u c\)lltru l ~efl necli)i l i ty .· The effect of app l yinU ve r tic.}l stresses cslil1lil t.cd 
for ?UU m':!t(!rs of OV2rbllrc1(~tl is t o parLil1 1 1y c l ose t hese POY'c<>, r cdllcillY 
iJ \T l l l ~,llJi lil y h'l iillQut 50~. TIl e neccss ity of lI sing both verti.ca l s t ress 
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greater than or equal to in-situ and back-pressures of around 10 kg/cm2 
during these measurements was evaluated. as they represent a SUbstantial 
increase in the complexity of an otherwise simple experiment. The results of 
this investigation suggested that tests run without these precautions may be 
in error by several orders of magnitude. 
INTRODUCTION: 
The need for accurate permeability measurements of deep-sea sediment has 
arisen in several phases of oceanographic researCh. Two important examples 
are the sub-seabed radioactive waste disposal program (D . Anderson, 1979) and 
the study of oceanic heat transport mechanisms (R. Anderson et a1., 1977). 
Stud ies for the safe disposal of waste materials within the seabed requires a 
thorough understanding of the permeability characteristics of the sediment 
co lumn both in the environment and as altered by the implaced material. The 
results of several oceanic heat fl ow studi es (R. Anderson et al. 1979 ; 
Langseth and Herman, in press; Crowe et a1., in preparation) have suggested 
the transport of heat through the oceanic sediment layer by the mass movement 
of fluid through the pores. To analyze this heat flow problem, a quantitative 
model of permeability throughout the sediment column is nece ss ary. 
Direct permeability measurements are usually based on Darcy's law 
(equation 1) involving the observation of a penmeant volume flux through a 
porous medium under a pressure gradient. Other indirect methods infer 
permeability from the observation of processes such as consolidation, whi ch 
are controlled by permeability (Mitchell. 1976). Simple direct permeability 
measurements can be made shipboard or in the lab applying falling head and 
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constant hCild techniques on samples obtained from sedim2nt. These methods 
assume that th e effec ts of incompl e te saturation of pore fluid and a l terdtions 
of the sedililent. s tructure by the app li ed pressure gradients dre neg l igablc. f\ 
IIUlIll)(:r of r es ul t s determined this manner have b, ~en rC lJortcd in tilt! 1 i lertl t urc 
(1'(! .J.rson ilnd Lister', 1973 ; I\bbott r. t ill., lY79, in pres':.); hO\ ... evl~t' . t.he s (~ 111,1l' 
be susceptib le to severJ1 inher ent er rors . Possible conb-ibut ion s tll tll CS t~ 
errors inc lude (I) silmp l e distur!J<:I.I Ic.c assue ia ted wi tIl Lhe procedures of 
acquiring tile core and se l ec t i ng fro m it laboratory sp~cimens. (2) the effects 
of environmental difference s bet~1ee n laboratar"y and .i..!!.-situ con dition s 
including til e effects of higll ambient pressures a nd i ncomplete satur,'tion and 
(3) ~;ystcmi1 t; c tJlds introduced by tIle l aboratory me tllocls used. 
~Ie rep,:wt new pcrm,;!lI.hil ity values for carbonate-riCiI bloDenlc sediments 
frOll! t ile Equatorial Pdc ifi c OC~i1n Jnd summari ze the results of previ ow;ly 
rl~purted vu lues for clay sed iI1H~ nl <; from the Nul'tll P(lcific Oce~llI. TIH~ $C 
1II(!,J ;;lIrelUclIl.s ~'H!n~ cOllducteJ under c.ulld itiOlt s of cOlllplcL,~ fluid s aLur'dtioll ,l1ld 
in -situ verticJI stress. Th e neces$ity of gUi.lrantceinlj buth li le complete 
satu ra tion of pore fluids by tIle use of back-pressllre dnd tile stabi l ity of the 
microstructure by th e application of vertica l stress is also discu ssed . 
HELArIONSIlIP ~ETW[EN PERMEABILITY ANU THE DEGREE OF SATURATlON: 
Oil r cy 's law (Darcy. 1856), valid for th e steady fl O\~ of viscous. 
incompressible and chemicall y inactive flui ds through satura ted, homogeneous , 
i sotropic and geoHletricall'y stable prH"O liS media at 10\1 ReYllolds numher {1!hJ 
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(1) 
where v is the vector fluid velocity driven by pressure gradient VP. K is 
specific permeability (dimension l2), k is hydraulic conductivity (dimension 
L t- 1), J.l is dynamic viscosity (centipoise) and Y is the un.it weight of 
fluid. Equation 1 can be considered as the macroscopic equivalent of the 
Navier-Stokes solution for a matrix of interconnected pores (Muskat and Meres, 
1936), The physical properties of the porous media are completely described 
by K. 
The case of a heterogeneous permeant is more complicated. Muskat and 
Me"res proposed that for a heterogeneous permeant, a parous media is 
characterized by the variation of both liquid and free gas permeabilities as a 
function of the degree of saturation, S. The. degree of saturatlon is defined 
as the ratio of partlal volume of fluid to the volume of voids in a unit 
volume of soil. For a heterge'neous fluid system, K is different for the gas 
and 1 iquid p-hases. A two phas<e permeant system is defined as consisting of 
two in1T1iSCible fluids, referred to as the wetting and non-wetting phases. In 
such a system it is convenient to define relative permeability as the ratio of 
the effective permeability of a phase to its permeability at a degree of 
saturation of 1.0 (Brooks and Corey, 1966). Therefore, for a given phase, 
relative permeability, Krt is Idefined as 
( 2) 
where K is the value of permeability for S = 1.0 and Ke is the permeability 
pertaining to a particular value of S. Laboratory studies of Kr as a 
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fun cti on of S suggest that for a gas-liquid system inital'y at S = 0, a 
critical value of saturation must be exceeded before measureable liquid flow 
occurs. This threshold saturation, 501 has been associated with the 
trapping of some liquid in the sharp angle s occurri ng be twee n grain s , which 
remai n stag nant (lrmay, 1954). From thi s concept . eff ec tive saturati on, Se t 
is defined as 
5 - 5 
5
e 
= ('-1 ...,--,,,,0) 
So 
Sever al models based on Poiseuil1e ' s law for flo w in cylindrical 
capil il la r ies ha ve been proposed to exp l ain experimental Kr vers us Se data 
(referred to as Kr-Se data), These re sults form a power function 
K = 5 n 
r e 
(3 ) 
( ~) 
The models of Brownescombe et a1 . (1950) and Yuster (1 95 4) sugges t ed a value 
of n equa l to 2. 0 while Averjanov (1950) calcu lated a va l ue of 3.5. By 
deriv ing t he Kozeny model (Carman 9 1953) for the case of partial saturation, 
Irmay (1950) also arrived at a value for n of 3.5. 
Mua lem (1978) summarized these mode ls and reviewed the published 
experimen tal da t a representing a wi de variety of soil t ypes. In general no 
single Kr.Se re lationship was found to be vali d for all types of so il s . 
Alt hough equation 4 has been derived theoretically. experimental verification 
has been l im ited to sand s i zed particles . Mual em assumed equat ion 4 t n be a 
valid description of the partially sa turated system and dete rmined n for the 
published data. The ca l culat ed values of n were in the r ange 2.5 to 24 .5. 
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with a generill tre nd of n increasing as grain size dec reased. Til e 
experimental results pertaining to sand sized grains were consistent I'lith the 
predicted va l ues from the models (n of 2 . 0 to 3.5). HOI'lever, for soils of 
fi ner grain size the value of n generally exceeds the theoretical values by a 
significant amount. In summary the theoretica l models based on Poiseuille ' s 
law appear reasonab l y successful in predi cti ng the behavior of cohesionl ess 
soi l s, but do not appear va li d for clays. 
At the microscopic level, th e dynamics of fluid flo1'1 in a partially 
saturated system \~CI'C discussed by Wyckoff an"d Botset (1936). They considered 
tne "Jamin ef fect" whi ch is the situdt i on where gdS bubb les are trapped by th e 
presenc e of a constriction or an abrupt change in pure diameter, therefore 
impeding f101i through the non-uniform section until a cdUcal force is 
exerted . Such a system wi l l behave as if some capillaries are obstructed with 
a reduction of the fioh'. Tne KozenY-Carman equat ion (Ca l'man ~ 1956) is an 
attempt to incorporate tile effects on fluid flOl'i of pore shape, pore vo lume, 
tortuosity of th~ fluid path and variation in parti cle spec ific surface: 
(5) 
\'ihcre ko is a pore Shape factor, T is a tortuosity factor and So is the 
specif i c surface arp.d defined as particle surf ace area per unit volume. For 
this mode l it is assUlned that particl es ar e approximately eQuidimcnsiollal, 
uniform, IJrger t!lan onc micron and tile flol'/ ;s l aminar. Equation 5 ;s 
successful for analyzing many sands, IlOI'iever, for clays it is not adequate duc 
to tile tcndency of fine grJincd soils to form flocc ulated structures 
(;'TitclLcll , 1976) . 
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SATIJIMTION OF LABORATORY SAfIPLES USING UAeK -PR ESSUllE (H YOIWSTAT l e PRESSURE) : 
When a soi l samp l e i s r emoved fr om .i!!-sitll conditions, pore ~Jat e r 
pressure is reduced fr om .!.!!.-Sit ll t o c1lUlosphcric or le ss dependi ng on 
gra in-s ize . Th e por!! wilter pressure of a cuar se gra ined soi l I-Ji 11 DC' 
atnlusphcric. Wh i l e a finp.-grilined soi l \,/ i11 tend to expilnd upon til e release or 
the in -s;t~ illt crgranul ar pr ess ures r esulting in til e dcvelop:?l!'Icn t of capilla)'y 
forc es t o resist the expan s ion and l ess tllJn atmospJ1 er i c pore preSS UI"e (lmle 
and JOhnSOJ1. 1960) . 
Complete saturation of labor a t ory samples can be obta i ned by 
dp pliccl ti otl of Ilydroslat ic Dack-pressu r e to th e pore fluid. If back-prcssul'e 
i s appl ied such that consolidation does no t occ ur, th e decrease of th e gas 
vollur.e witllin tllC pore space i s governed by t wo PI" OCf.'!Sscs . One is tile i nflu x 
of flu id necessary t o compensa t e for the compress i on of pon~ gassp,s ( I~oylets 
Iclt'l), the r ,ltc being contnJlleu by scdilllt~l lt pCrllh!ilb i I it.y . Tilt! ~>cC()!ld is Ull~ 
di sso luti un uf gas into the pun~ f l li id (Hcn ry ' s ldw) contru l led hy di f fll '; ivHy 
(Lol' .. e: ilild ~JujHlSOn , 19GO; Black -tnu L~c , 1973). As po re pressure i s in cr eased 
t Il e amount ()f gas t h at can be disso lv ed i s in cn~ascd according to Henry' s law 
[el " H P ( 6) 
\'IIl(~rc P 1 S pressure , [ C] is tile concentration of gas in so luti on and II is 
1 -1t~llry t s coefficic:: .t of su"luabi lity. The usc of dClI ircu 11<:ltl2 r i ncreases l ll ~ 
iWlo unt of 9.15 tll dt Ci,ln I}e disso lved . 
I n tile prucess of (lpplyin~1 ha ct-:-prl!s s tJr L' , it i s cl e o:; il ',llJl (! tll ,l l Ule P ll t 'l~ 
\lruclllt'c Ilul Ill! llcfunm:d . The 5101'1 hll il cJ-up of por e pr'CSSUfC'! al l m'/s \'J.lte l' to 
displdc L" U f(~ volwllc form C!t'ly occuJ,JieJ by di ssu lved gas without illt;2l'intJ the 
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original soil structure. lowe and Johnson (1960) calculated the change in 
pore pressure, dP, independent of soil type, necessary to increase the degree 
of saturation without altering the soil volume as 
[
1 - S.(l-H) 
dP = P. --~'--­
, 1 - Sf(l-H) 
where Pi is the initial pressure and 51 and Sf are the initial and fina l 
degrees of saturation . For complete saturation, equation 7 reduce s to 
(Black and Lee, 1973). 
Lee and Black (1972) experimentally found that small air bubbles 
(7) 
(8) 
(diameter less than 2 mm) suspended in a container of water under hydrostatic 
pressures in the range 20-SO psi required up to several hours to dissolve. 
The same sized bubble located in a small diameter plastic tube required 
several days to dissolve, since the freedom of the air molecules wa s reduced. 
The ti me necessary to completely. dissolve a bubble, where the bubb l e is 
suspended in a la rge body of water was found theoretically and experimentally 
by Lee and Black (197 2) to be 
R.2 
t = (--'--) Kt 
where Ri is the initial radius and Kt is a constan t that depends on the 
(9 ) 
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ph ysica l prop~rties of the sys t em (order of 10-7 cm2/s ec). Fo r a bubble 
cOIl <) tr-ictcd Hi t hirl a tu be , the ti me rCQuircri f or complete dis s o l ution is 
(lU ) 
where Vi is th e irliti a l volume of the bubble. Til e theOl· ~tical and 
exper i ment a l evidence suggested that th e time necessary for complete 
saturation i s controlled by the time required for the diffus 'ion of pore air 
illt o the pat"e I"later rath er U t illl til e pcr"llleabi li ty effect involved in 
t r J n slitit t in~ (lnd distr;lJutin ~j I"atcr "in to and throughout tlte samr 1e. 
l OVI C and Jol1l1s0n (1960) achieveJ !J9t sa tu ra ti on "ill a s illy SlIllu us ing 
bil ck-pre s sure ~, betwe en 50-100 ps i. For fine gra ; ned c I ~1y salAp l c s h; glw r 
pres sures I'tere neccssil r y . ant! they discussed an experi mc. nt \'lhcn~ 200 ps i 
ilfJl.J Cu rl!d t o llc suffic i ent . AJ tltOllgh i t is dcsirdllle to conduc t tests at 100% 
s.J.turation . due to t Il e time necessary t o completely di :;solve l arge bubb l es , 
error s obtain ed at 99% satur a t i on are probably acceptib l e and inSignificant. 
CONSOLIDATION OF SEOmENTS: 
Conso l idilt i on is tne decrease in void ratio of a s o il due to expul s ion 
of pore fluid re s ult in g froUl un i ncrease in effectiv e st r ess . In orde r to 
s tudy pe n u2aiJ iJity as a function of void rat-io, samples ,Wl~ COtl SO !iUiltc d i n 
conjurlc ti un ',hUt J-lermeability test. in g . Void I'atio, e , is tile ratio of vo id 
v u l llf n .~ tu suliLl volume . Effectiv e str~5S , (" i s de fin c u "a s 
-a = a - u (1 1 ) 
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where 0 is the total stress applied to the soil and u is the pore pressure 
(Terzaghi, 1936). 
Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of the relationships between effective 
stress and void ratio for both in-si tu and Jaboratory conditions. As a volume 
of sediment ;s deposited and buried, the change in e due to increasing 
follows the field (or virgin) compression curve. The maximum preconsolidation 
stress, 0c' is the greatest effective stress ever experienced by a sample with 
a corresponding void ratio. The field compression curve defines the void 
ratios at former values of effective stress and the virgin curve is an 
extension at void ratios that would occur for effective stresses exceed ing the 
maximum preconsolidation stress. For most geological situations. a is the 
c 
in~s ltu stress . As a core is removed from in-situ conditions. this stress is 
relieved re su lting in the swelling of the specimen, shown in Figure 1 as the 
sampling rebound curve. In the laboratory a sample is initially in a state 
where effective stress is zero and void ratio exceed in-situ. 
Consolidation behavior can be studied by reloading of a sample in the 
laboratory. Loads are applied in such a way as to allow excess pore . pressures 
to dissipate before the next load is applied and therefore the applied stress 
at the end of load cycles is the effective stress. The consolidation that 
occurs while the excess pore pressure generated by the applied incremental 
load diss ipates is know as primary consolidation. Another f orm of 
consolidation, secondary consolidation. occurs in response to the constant 
vertical stress even after the excess pore pressures have dissipated. This 
gradual readjustment of the sediment fabric takes place over long time spans 
and the compression is usually much less than the primary consolidation. 
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fig ure J. A s inlplif ed diagram of th e rela t ionship betl/ce n void r ut i o and 
vertical stress . 
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Initial laboratory l oading does not appreciably change the void r atio of the 
spec i men unt i 1 the max imum preconso 1 idat ion stress ; s approached. I n the 
vicinily of t hi s stress , void ratio decreases more rapidly until the slope of 
the e l og a curve approaches a constant (the virgin curve) . Thi s trans i tion 
fr om the l aboratory rebound to the virg i n curve reflects the maximum 
proconsol;dation stress and is a property of the specimen. Several methods of 
estimating 0e bas ed on this transition have been proposed for sample s of 
neg li gi bl e disturbance (Ca sagrande, 1936; Jambu , 1965). The sharpnp.ss of the 
bre ak in the e log a curve is considered as a mea su re of samp l e disturbanc e . 
Studies show that badly di s turbed samp les have gradu al breaks. The labora tory 
rel ease and reloading of vertica l stress mimi cs the ac tu al stress release that 
occur s during coring and the compari son of the I aboratory compress ion c urve 
wi th the l aboratory rebound-reload cycle (Figure 1) provide a ba s i s of the 
determ i nation of sample disturbance (Silva , 1974; Schmertmann, 1955). 
In order to conduct permeability measurements at ~-s itu void r atio and 
effective stress . the sample mus t be reloaded to the maximum precompress ion 
stress . The re sul ts of direct permeab ility measurement s conducted under 
conditions of negligib le ve.r tica l stress may be susceptible to errors 
associ at ed with the creation of fl ow chan ne l s through zones of weakness wit hin 
the microstructure of the spec im~n or the venting of permeant a long the 
boundary of the specimen and its confining ring. Thi s problem can be avoided 
by load i ng the sample to the maximum precompre ss ion stress and using low 
hydraul i c pressures . 
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EXPER lI1ENTAL P,lOCEOURES ANO RESULTS: 
A back-pressured conso lidation system (Figure 2). modified to a11 0\'I the 
direc t measurement of fine-grained mar in e sediment permeabi l ity. was used in 
thi s st udy. This apparatus and the labora tory procedures used ar e described 
by Silva et a1. (1 980 ) . Back-pressures of up to 450 psi and un i-ax i a l 
stresses compar ab 1 e to several hundred me t ers of sediment ove rbu rden are 
po ssio l e . The direct measurement of permeab ility Cdn be conducted usi ng 
either con s t ant or falling head t echn iques with the f l o1'1 of fr es h or salt 
wa t e r permeants i n e ith er ax i a l directio n and grad ients as l ow as 2.0. 
In s ampl ing the cOl~es, a standard procedure was f o ll owed . Samples were 
se l ected at til e center of core cross-sect i on s ince the greatest degree of 
disturbance in a cor e occurs near th e core line r wa ll. A stain l ess steel 
cyl ind er was in serted along th e ax i s of th l2 COl'e using a piston-type dev i ce 
that a i ded in min imizing d i s turbance due t o I'/a l1 fri c ti on. Tll ese cyl i ndet's 
WC(C carefu l 1 y r emoved f rom t he core , encased betl'/een p l ex i U1 ass pl ates, 
sealed i n. wax, and stort::!d in seawa t er at 40C until t es t ed. Compadson of 
11atcr contents measured du r ing samp l ing and l ate r in til e l aboratory indi cated 
no measureab l e l oss of water duri ng storage . 
Our expe r im~nta l study can be divided into t wo parts. Th e aim of the 
fi rst \'las t Ll de t erm ine the per meability character i stics of bi ogeni C oo zes fr om 
tn c equa t or ial Paci f ic Ocean and t o compa r e these r esu lt s wi t h prev i ousl y 
de tcrulined perlilcall ility charac teri stics of No rt h Pacific red cl ay. Th e second 
PMt i nvest igated t he necessity of botn th e appli cat i on of in-s i tu vertica l 
stress and the e nsuring of cornp lete pOl'"e 11ater s a t ul'"ation. 
I JH 
Figure 2. Oi ilgrclm of back-press l l l~ed conso l idation unit (S il va ct al ., 1980) . 
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(1\) LJetcrrninotion of Permeab ili ty Characteristics 
For this s tllUY samples were placed in the consolidation system (Figure 
Z). \.,.;tl1 a slight stress app"lied to the pis ton that sea t s on t op of the 
spcciruC! n to prevent further swe lli ng. Tile entire system was filled viith 
filtered deaired sa ltwdter anJ precautions were taken to flu s h out all air 
oUbb'1es . A loaditlg sClledule of incremen tally increasing vert ica l s t ress . 
sclecLed to entlance the deter'mina tian of the maximum preconsolidalion stress. 
WitS followed . Dir'ect permeab ility t ests \~ere begun once the vicinity of the 
maximum nrccotlsqlidation strE~SS WitS reached. An alternating sequence of 
v0rtical l oad ing and direct permeability testing \'Ia$ th en follol-Ied al l owing 
th~ determina tion of permeabi,lity as function af vo i d ,oatia . 
Thc samples chosen for thi s study consisted of carbonJtc-rich biogen ic 
007.f~S from th~ eq!hltori a l Pacific Ocean and clays of prcowninantly smectite 
ilnu illite from tht:! Nurth Pacific. Ttl e OOles I~erc sampled from a standard 
pislon core obtained during the ~IHOI cruise KNORR 73-4 immediate l y aft.er the 
core vias raised. This partic.ular core showed cyclic variations of biogenic 
composition, ranging from 45%. to 90% CaCO] and 1% to 30% Si02 , correlated 
I'/ittl glacial/inte rglac ial sed imentat i on regimes. Sediments deposited during 
glaciilt ion r ough ly accoun t for over 9010 of th e recovered COr"e . To 
cll ,lr"ilctcri7.c the glacial component, t\~O silillp l es vlcre sell~c ted, 692-699 em (90~' 
CileO J) and 852-8:i9 em (82't. eaC03 ). Th e sample se l ected from 345-350 cm is 
representative of the minor component deposited during the i nterglacial (55% 
Cuc0j' 30A: SiOZ) ' These samples are s u [)~nar i zed in Ta bl e 1. TIle datil 
pri"tJilling to till! Cl iLYS has been reported elSe\"llle l~e b y Si l va ct it!. ( 19130) anrl 
cUI Is hts or sil.lnples obta in ed from the cruises LONG LINES 411 , VEr·1A 32- 11 
Tab le 1. SUI'IIIIary of Pr'opert ies: BiogeniC Sediments 
Measured At 150 PSI Back-Pressu re anlj Incrementa ll y Increasing YertiCill 
Stli ti an Samp le In-Situ tn-Situ Spec if Ic Grilln Size I 
Depth Vald Permeabll ity Grilvity 
(cm) Rilt ia (crn/sec) SSand ISi 1t SClay 
KNR 13-4 345-350 5.82 7.24 It. 10- 6 2.45 12 37 51 
]PC 692-699 2.15 2. 92 x 10-6 2. 67 13 
" " 02.2' N 797-804' 2.19 2. 66 15 3.3 52 
121 10.4'W 852-:859 l.15 2.64 It. 10-6 2. 68 8 56 36 
1 Sand greater than 0.065mm diameter, c l ay less than 0.OO2mn diameter. 
2 Consolidation samp le studied without back-pressure. 
St ress 
Mine ral ogy 
Cilrbonate-5 i11ceous Daze 
SSt. CaC03 3al 5i02 
Calculm Carbonate Ooze 
gal CaCOl 41 Si02 
Calcium Carbonate Ooze 
84S CaCO) 11 5iO~ 
Ca lc i~ Carbonate oze 
821 CaCO) 51 5102 
-ex> 
-
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and VALOC 74 - 3. The mineralogy of the cores from whi ch these speci mens were 
sampl ed ranged in compos iti on from surficial illites (upper 6 meters) to 
smect iti e- r i ch c lays at greate r depths . 
The bioge ni c samples were studied using t he constant head permeability 
test while both falling head and constant head tests we re used in st udying the 
c l ay spec ime ns . Hydrau l i c gradients used for the constant head. t ests were i n 
the range 5 t o 10, while the initial gradients use d in the fall ing head t ests 
were less than 10. Hydrau 1 ic grad ient . ;. ; s a non-d imens iana 1 r epresent at ion 
Of the app li ed hydra ulic pressure gradient. Derived direct ly from Oarcyls l aw 
(equ ation 1) I i t is the ratio of hydrau li c he ad , H, to the length of the 
specimen, L 
-
v where ; H = [ ( 12) 
Throughout these t es t s the he ight of the samp le was monitored (to wi t hin 
0. 0025 mm) in order to determine void ratio changes accu r ate ly. 
Figure 3 is a pl ot of the e l og a curve obtained for the three biogenic 
samp les on wh ic h direct permeability measurements were conducted. Simi l ar 
results obta i ned by conso lidati ng a fourth samp le, also selected from t he KNR 
73-4 core at 797-804 cm , usi ng a standard conso l idometer (no back-p ressure), 
is included in Fi gure 3. The loading sequence foll owed whil e studying thi s 
sample was cont inuous (the pau se between lo ads needed to run the direct 
permeability measurement s i n the back -pressured experiment wa s not 
necessary) . In Figure 3 t he val ues corresponding to 0'0 and cJc for each sample 
are indi ca ted . The comparison of a and a ; s a rough measure 
o c 
of the past 
stress history of the sed iment spec imen (Skempt on , 1970) . The 797-804 cm an d 
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Figure 3. Void ratio versus log of vertical stress results (e log 0) 
pertaining to the three biogenic samples analysed (KNR 73-4, 7PC, 345-350 em, 
carbonate-siliceous ooze; 692-699 em and 832-838 em, carbonate ooze) and a 
fourth sample (KNR 73-4, 7PC, 792-796 em, carbonate ooze) studied using a 
standard consolidometer. Maximum preconso lidati on stress and the calculated 
overnurden stresses are indicated by a and a respectively. 
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852-859 em sample s are botn normally conso lidated , tllat i s. th e observed 
max imu m preconsolidat i on s tress , 0"0 ~ is appro ximat ely equ dl to the calcu l ated 
over burde n, a. Thi s is t ypical of deep sed sed i ments deposited in t ranqu il 
c 
environments and suggests that secondary can sol id atian occurring du ring the 
d irec t perraeab i 1; ty t es ts does not obscure th e deter m; nat ion of the max imum 
preconso l i da ti an str ess . Th e shallowest samp l e , 345-350 em i s s l ightly 
overconsol idated, \~ hich i s also a well obser ved pllenomenon in deep-sea 
sed iments ( f<1i ll er and Richards, 1969 ; Silva , 1979) . The sample at 696-699 em 
; nd; ca t es apprcc i ab 1 e under conso I i da t ion It/h i ch i s unexpec ted. Accord i n9 to 
Terldglli ' s concept of effec ti ve stress~ this only occurs i n the presence of 
excess pore pressures . The reason f or this anomalous zone of 
unuerconso lidation can not be determined f rom t he availab l e in formation. Th e 
ch!yree of disturuance determined froUl the conso1 idation curves in Figure 3 
sU9gests that our samples ar e of 10\'1 di sturbance . 
Permeability as a function of vo i d ratio and sediement type is summarized 
in Figure 4. Al so inc luded in th is figur e are resu l ts pertaining to the 
second ptli:lse of our exper i me ntation discussed l ater. The illi te and smec t ite 
data sets in Figure 4 each consist of the comb ined permeability vers us void 
ratio cur ves of over twenty samp l es of similar mi neralogical composition~ 
differing ollly sl i ght l y in gra in-s i ze d i stributi on and !.!!.-s itu void r atios . 
Co l lective ly they f orm a self-cons i stent data set r epl"'esen t ing the r ange of 
permt!aL>ility fol'" North Pac ifi c c l ays . For t he three b iogenic samples s tudied, 
data obtaineu from each individual measu r emen t are plott ed (large c i rcle s ) t o 
demu ns trate the se lf-consistency of thcse t es t s. It i s c l ear fr om FigUl"C 4 
tl lJt at s imilar void ratios ther e i s approximate ly onc order of magniturlc 
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Figun! Il . P~ I"HleJLd l ity as a fu nc ti on of vo id r at io for t he bi ogen ic and cluy 
sl!d illlcnts frum th e No:-- t h and Equatoria l Pa c ifi c Oc ~an . Th e da ta fo r t he 
biogenic sedim~n t cons i sts o f t he resu lt s of t hree all illyses . TI1 2 individua l 
val ues f l·om t ile b iogenic sedi me nt s tudy arc plo t ted as l arge so l i d c ircles . 
The c l ay dat a is from Silva et a1. . (1 9BO) and th e cumuht i ve r esults of a 
ser ies of ana l yses o f samples o f s i mil ar mi nera l ogy. The rcsu lts of t Ile fOIlt' 
tests run t o evaluate th e effec t s of back -pressure an ti ve r t ica l s tress al'e 
ill so plat ted and ar e grouped t ogctilcr hy dashed 1 i nes. 
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difference between the permeatJilitic s of smectite and illite. At high vo id 
ratios the permeabilities of illite and the biogenic sediment s are within an 
order of magnitude but differ by an order of magnitude at smaller void 
rati os. From the results of the three biogenic samples studied, i t appears 
that a broad range of permeabilities and void ratios may characterize biogeni c 
sediments ref lecting the complex effect on pore size resulting from the la rge 
variations in grain-size and carbonate content that are possible. 
In our measuremen t s we cannot account fo r the effects of time (i.e . slow 
chemical reactions, diagenesis) or effects due to the difference i n 
temperature and hydrostatic pressure between the laboratory and ~- s itu 
environments. If it is va lid for us to assume the se effects are of second 
order~ the measurements allow some inSi ght into the variation of sediment 
permeability as t he process of conso lidation progresses. The va lues of void 
ratiq and permeability shown in Figure 4 correspond to results obtained at 
applied vertical stresses ranging from ~-situ samp l e condition s to that 
corresponding to approximately 200 meters of overburden (8 kg/cm2), based on 
our consolidation measurements and the core descriptions of the Deep Sea 
Drilling Projec t . We can speculate that within the thick accumu lations of 
carbonate- ric h sediments of the equatorial Pacific (Ewing et a1., 1968), 
permeabi li ty will vary by only a factor of two (roughly between 0.6 -
1.2xlO-6 cm/sec) over a depth of 200 meters. To visualize the effect of 
consolidation on the microstructure of the biogenic samp les, we examined cross 
sections of the pore struc ture of these spec imens under a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM), using the technique of Gareau and Honjo (1980). The pores 
of all three specimens can be characterized by thin e long ated vents, less than 
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1.5 microns wide 9 within a flocculated structure of clay-si lt sized 
particles. As consolidation progresses , these elongated vents tend to close 
bringing the flocculated particles closer together . Figures 5, a and b, are 
SEM photographs of the microstructure of the 345-350 em sample before and 
after consolidation (0 and 8 kg/cm2). These photographs were chosen as 
examples because of the large changes in void ratio occurri ng during this 
consolidation test 9 clearly demonstrating the nature of the changes occurring 
in pore structure. Unlike the sample at 345-350 em, the other two biogenic 
specimens studied contained a large component of fcrams. SEM photographs 
suggest that although large voids are included within these forams, their 
contribution to permeability is minor, as they are complete ly isolated within 
the matrix of f iner sized particles. 
(B) Analysis of the Effects of Back-Pressure and Vertical Stress 
The use of back-pressure and in-situ vertical stresses requires a 
substantia l increase in the complexity of the experimental apparatus as we ll 
as the amount of time needed to conduct individual measurements. A ~eries of 
tests were conducted to evaluate the necessity of insuri ng essentially 
complete pore fluid saturation and a stable sediment structure . These tests 
consisted of conducting direct permeability measurements under conditions of 
negligible vertical stress (4 gm/ cm2) and back-pressure varying from 0 t o 
150 psi . low hydraulic gradients (2-S) were used as a precaution against 
altering flow paths by disturbing the sediment fabric (channeling) and thereby 
increasing t he observed permeability. 
Fou r samples were used in this study summar ized in Table 2. Table 3 is 
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rigu re~. $cil lln 'ing electron mi croscope ph otograplls of KNR 73-4 , 7PC, 345 - 350 
em sampl e (il) pri or to emp l acement ill t il e conso li datiun unit and {bl after 
comp l l!tio ll of cunsolidilt i oll tes t run to vert ica l stre5S (If 8 kg/cn? 
{.ltll)lIif ica t ion i s 3000x . 
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Table 2. SU!TrTIary of Prope rti es: Biogenic and Clay S~ll'ples 
Measured At Various Back -Pressures and 4 9~/cm2 Ve r tical Stress 
Sta tion Lilt itode Longi t ude Sal!Q le In i t ia 1 Gra in Size l Speci f i c 
Depth Vol d Gravity 
(cm) Ratio %S~nd %Si 1 t %Clay 
PLD$ 3 B4PV o 57 . 7'N 126 37 . 3' '01' B82- BB6 2 ,99 11 
." 3' 2, 60 
PLOS 4 119PC (1 1 0Il . 0' N) (141 00 , 0 ''01') 290 - 294 1. 94 2 
.' " 
2,67 
HARA 02 GC 04 3007.0 ' N 157 S2 ,S'w 115-119 3.24 O. I I. .2 2.91 
LL - 44 GPC 3 30 19.9'N 157 49 ,4' W 2185 - 2191 4. 26 '3 \6 2 ,78 
I Sand 9reater than 0 .065mm dlameter. clay less than O, QoZmm diamete r. 
Mine r alogy 
Calc i u~ Ca rbonate Ooze 
Ca" bonate - $ I I i ceo'.ls Oo ze 
I I I i le 
S'llecti te 
~ 
'" N 
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Table 3. Summary of Measurements Run Wi th Variable 
Back-Pressure and N"g llglbl e Verti ca l Stress 
Samp l e Back-Pressure N Permeab i 1 i ty S. D. 
(psi) (em/sec ) (con/sec ) 
ll-44 0 13 3.9E-5 3 . 6E-5 
GPC 3 50 8 7.2E-5 2.6E - 5 
2185 - 2191em 150 8 7.IE-5 2 . 3E-5 
MA 02 0 8 3.0E-8 2 . 8E -0 
GC 04 50 11 1.IE-5 1.IE-5 
115-11gem 150 10 4. IE-6 1. 7E-6 
PlOS 4 0 12 4.5E-7 5.9E - 7 
11~ PC 25 8 3. 4£-6 9 . 3E - 7 
290-294em 50 8 3 . 3E - 6 9 . 6E - 7 
150 10 3 . 8£-6 7. 4E-7 
PlOS 3 ' 0 8 2 . 9[-6 2 . 8E-6 
84 PV 25 6 3. 8E -6 1.3E-5 
882-80GeIO 50 8 3 . 3E-5 5.4E - 7 
100 9 1.4£-6 I . IE-6 
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(:I Strnlillilr y o f tile 'resu l ts of t hese t es t s as d fun c tio n of back-pres::;ure (O-FIO 
psi) . The tabl e li sts the u\l Cr ilgc and standard deviation of the obs erved 
pcrlllcall i 1 i t i cs for the back -pressures as ~1e 11 as the number of measurements 
conJuctcd at that back-pr ess ure . 
The resu l ts of tile f i rst fe\~ direct perrneabi 1 tty tests for all fou r 
s pec imens, conduc t ed Idthout back-pressure , 5110wed unusual l y low 
~l c rl1l ctlll i l iti(!s . Th is i s r e fl ected in Tabl e 3 by the l ar ge stand ard deviations 
at Zel"O back-pressu re . After a l ength of timc,! amounti ng to severa l hundred 
minutes of te s t ing time and several d ilYS of speC i men l"C!sidence i n th e 
coo:;olidiltiutl unit. , tIll! ·measured va l ues of perme ability inc reased , in Sll !]II~ 
CtlSCS by QI"del's uf magn i tude . In Figure" t hese resul ts ar e plott ed as a 
fUrlcLion of VO l O r at io (the samples are identified in t ne upper l ef t twn d 
CUfl ICt"). Hlis figure demonstrates bot ll t he magn i tude of t he scatter in the 
mC il 5lwr.lncnts and the reJt1t i unsh i p of these res ul ts to th<1t obt ai ned ~~ith 
~-~ vert ica l and s ui t able vJ l ues of back - pl"eSSure. All of tile 101-1 
pl!rmeuoility va l ues were me asured \~ithout !Jack-pressure. Two samp l es , LL-44 
,HId PlSOS-3 , unden-/ent dt·astic ch<1ngc 5 i ll pel"mcabi lity dllring tile testing il t 
ZC1"O I><1Ck-l1reSSUrL' \~h;ch ~/e intcrpre t as due to cllannell i ng, re s IJl t i ng in t he -
enormou s stJnu iwd deviat ions l ist~d in Taole 3. Tile l ar~J (! r va l ues measured 
f\H" tll ~ r~!\ -02 ilnu PLOS-4 sampl es did not oceUI" unt i l Dc1ck- pl·ess ure ~~a s 
dpp l -ied . Il!J~lcver . ttH~ values measured \~e r e not reproduceall l e . Tilese valu es 
{l1"C a 150 i ll terprc ted as r csul t 1119 from cllann e 11 i ng. In con tras t to these 
lIleaSllt'emCl1ts. til e r~ su1ts oLttained us i ng vertical stress and uack -pr essu r e are 
sl! l f-cot1~istellt and highly !"eprodu ceab l e . exhibiting litt l e scattcI" . 
It i s OUI" onin i oll tha t the initia l 10\1 permeab ility nteasurCIH~n ts ar e not 
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r~pre$cntiltivc of the true permeability i!.t th e calcul a t ed void ratio for til" 
fOlll' sarnples studied in this second cxpel"im~nt. We attribu te: tth!SC lo\~ va lues 
to tfl ~ effects of incompll;!te saturatiol1. In tests \'I'here back - pressure is 
applied across sarnples before testing begins, tnis phenomenon is not 
observed . It can be argued that for the samples chosen for th is study it 
unlikely that a supersaturated gas phase such as methane or carbon dioxide 
eX'ists in the pore fluid s in-situ whiCh would release gas bubbles under tile 
conditions existing i n the l aboratory. Hm/cver, the process of samp ling and 
emp lacement i nto tile conso lidation unit cert'ainly introduces gas into the 
system . Most i mpoftant is the exposure of the faces of the specimens , of 
\"/hi ch the surface area ;s very l arge~ to th e atrnospllCl"e tr appi ng vdthin it a 
ldycr of air whictl may account for the observed i nitial low value s o f 
pcnneabi 1 i ty. 
Direct measurements of deep-sea sediment permeab ility such as those 
reported by Pearson and Lister (1973) and Abbott et a1. (1979 , in press) are 
measurements in \~Ilich the effects of back -pressure and vertical stress are 
ass um ed neg ! igible. WiUlOut th e comp lete saturat i on of th e pore fluid and the 
s tab il i ty of trle soil structure , direc t permeab il i ty measu rernell ts may not 
reflect in-situ vil l ues . 
CONCLUS IONS: 
Oirect measurement of the pCI"meability of carbonate-ri Ch biogen i c 
sediments resulted in perrneab il ities vlithin the range of 2- 6 )( 10-6 cm/sec 
f or ca lc ium-c drbonate contents ranging fr om 55 to 90% . Complete satura tion of 
the pore fluid s and a stable microstructure was ensured by the use of 
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uJck-prcss ure (h ydrostat i c ) and vertica l stress r espective ly. Tile stud y of 
the relation ship bet~'Ieen permeability and consolida ti on suggested that wllhin 
tile thi ck s eque nces of carbonate sedimC!nt in the equatorial Pacific. change s 
in pCr"'lIlc ahl t iy of onl y J fact or of hID occur over 200 me t e r of depth . SEN 
pllOtoHraph s of sedimen t microo;tr ucturc sugge s t that th e observ ed Ch ':1I1~J es HI 
pcrrnCull ility can 'be accounted for oy the grallun l c l osing of individu<11 
elul1gd t cd pores occ urr 1119 within a structure consistirlg of flocculate~ clay 
and silt si zed pal't itl es . 
Tile re sult s of direct measurements made \'lithout back-press ure and 
verti cdl stres !; showed great scatt er. This variab i lity ;s attr ibuted t o both 
Lll e pl'esencc of gas at tile boundaries of t Ile sampl e and the r esponse of a l'I'e ak 
~cd imenL s truc ture to appli e d hydraulic gradi ents. Unl ess compl e t e s aturat ion 
of th e por~ fluid dnd stability of th e so il structur e i s a s sured, direc t 
pCI'mQatJility rne,ls urelllent s may not refl ect in.- ,!' itu va lu es . 
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AusrRACT: 
Recent report ~ of g~o tllerlllal observati 'Jns in deep sed rises and b ,lSi !IS 
tll in suggest tile transport of Ileat by tile mass movement of fluid through 
setlim ~ !lts nave yet to be verified by independent experimentation. Profiles of. 
temperature and pore \~ater chemistry over a deptil of eleven meters 'o'Jere 
cOlllpared at three sites in ttle equatoria l Pacific Ocedn wtlere tl]ermal evidence 
of hydro t hermal circul ation \"lilS present. Volume flux rates based on the 
geot ilermill dutd werl;! bet\'/~en 6.JxlO - 7 and 2 . 4~10- 6 cm/sec • . approximately 
tllr~(! f)rders of magni tuJc greater th .lll those acc.olllodatcd by the sill fate 
pruf il ~s . 1. 7. - 2.4xtO- ~ cm/5cc . Th is difference is difficu l t t o explain by 
cxpl2rimental unc erta inty . and attempts til account for til e OI)Served g~()thermal 
dJCcl using purely cunductive tn ,~rmal mudc ls arc unsuccessful . MO lel ill g of 
sulfate dep l et i on by the oxid at i on of organi cally bound sulfur suggests 
stJlfdte reduction ("at~s of 1.1 to 2.5xlO-12 m~Vsec~ compatible \.,.1tll other 
puolistred results. 
HY:Jro t hermill convection with i n t ile oceanic crust lia s been sugq~sted as an 
important Ileal trt.lospur t mechanism at bo th spr~ad i tl g centers (lister, 1970 and 
1~ /2 ; Tdli-llI.rli et al., 1971) and in ar ~ as of o l der crust ( Sclater' et al., 1974; 
I\l tderson et .11., 1977). Tile hyJruthenna l circulat i ull of seal'lat e r within the 
oc~atlic crust at active riJge crests lidS been widely accepted as both til e 
aJdJlJr nea t trarl spor-t mecil ~l n ism itl naw ly f orlned crust and d site of chemical 
tr.llls f 'J rrncltiolls i mportant in contl"011111g tile compos iti 'll of seawcltcr. Sclate r 
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eL dl . (IYHOJ eitilnatcd 90% of tile totd l heat los s of t Ile accal's to Ile due to 
pldle c rc atiul l I·litll JO'X of lilis lo ss by iHlvectlull I1 car active Sllr~a .;1'19 
cCllt 2rs . III old {~ r rl.!gioll s . much of tile ol)serv(!d vuriabi lit .Y in hedt f l Ol" 
m~dSuremen t5 11<1 5 beell associdted \.,rittl cOllvccti un cells wi thin the crust. 
i niti a ted dt tfle spread ing axis dlld migrating witl1 the plate . 
Tile existence o f hydro th erma l circulation has been verif -jed at the 
billdf} J.g.JS Spread i ng Center (Williams et a1., 19 79; Corliss et a1., 1979) und 
at th,! crest of t:1C East Pac ifi c t{isc a t 210 N (Sp'iess et a l., 1980). 
NLIIJ- J i IlCJr tempr.!ril ture grad i 0. Jlt measuremCl 1 t s mcldc us i ng tile dcCp-SulJltle rS i b 1 e 
I\LVW so u lll of tll ,,~ Galagdg0s Spreading Center were interprcteJ llY I~ill ioHn'. (' j 
til . (197':.1) using a olle-dimensional mod;.!l ttl,)t assuined tl tC t l"a nspodo of' heat by 
nutll conduction lUld convection tlirouglJ the sp. dim~n l. Flm.,rs of up tu 10- 4 
cIII/sec w~re ca l c\JJ dted~ 
In ttl eir study of tile g,]otIH~rmdl reg i me o f the Indian Ocean , J\nd l: l"son et 
ell. (1 '977) di::;tifl'9uisll(~tI tl'll) thermt11 r eg oimes \.,ritttin oceanic crust on Ute basis 
of gcot1wrIOal ooserviltions: ( 1) a convective r eg ion I·mic!t includes boUt 
sp"l!i1d i ng cente l"S alltl ridge f lanks ~/ll e re convection i s dom in ant , ( 2) tl 
conJuctivc r~gioll ~Ihi ctl include s the basins wllcr e condllction i s th e dominant 
11C.IL trdll sfc r lIll!chanism. Tile naturl! of til e t r'ans i tion be tNecn these two 
r i:!uions i s thOUgllt t el l)c reluted to tIle hydrau li c r csistcillce 0 1' th c ove r l ying 
S(~i lilll..;ol i t 1,IYl.! r offereJ tu ttll? convecti on system , eventu'llly masking the 
effecLs of and conf in ing the circulation to tile crust. Ttl ;S mode l I .... as first 
jH"Uj'JU $t.! tl by Sclilter et al. (1~ 7fj ) and its ')pp l icatioll t o tile datil of the 
I'd c Hie: l.Iy SclJu~ r c t a l. (1~76) ~I as s uccess ful. A second model of t tl e 
[I'llllsitilJn lOIlt:'. proposed by I\nd c rsull e t d l. ( 1977), consis ted of the sea li ng 
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of tne ocenllic crust lly lIydrothermal precipitation . They concluded from 
cumpileJ heat f l o'.1 data that in the Indidtl Ocean the effect:; of convective 
Ilcat exchange persists to crust of approxill1dt~ly 1\0 to 60 m.y. 
GeotherfUIll (;:vidence of ileal transp()rt by tile movement of SCdloJater tit rough 
tn~ sediment cover ill older crustal regions \'Ia5 repol'ted by Anderson et a1 . 
(197Y); non- l inear telllperatut"e gradients sim i lar to those observed at the 
Galapagos Spreading Center \'/ere observed in the Indian Ocean suggesting flOl'l5 
all the order of magnitude of 10-6 em/sec . Osc ill atory patterns of heat flow 
. Observed ill c losely spaced measurements were .interpreted as resulting from 
cel l ular convecti O!l within the crust and sediment cover. They speculated tllat 
th~ transport of Ileat by geothermal convectioTi lllay OCCU I' over more than one 
tllirJ of the ent i re surface of the ocean fl oor . Similar obs~rvatiotls have 
bc~n mall~ 011 old crllst in the Brazil Basin (Langs~tll and Herman, in press), 
thz equatorial Pac 'ific Ocean (Crowe ct a1. , ;n prepal'ut'ion) and the Guatema 1(\ 
8C1 si n (AnderslJn , personal COlTIillunicatiuII). 
The existence of fluid convection through sediments at the velocities 
predicted OJ the geothermal data would certain ly a l ter Ollf present concepts in 
SUCll fields as pore ('1 a t el" geocllemistry, phys i cal propertit!s of sed iments and 
tne diagiltlesis of sediments. Of prime importance are its implicat i ons on the 
pruposeJ dispJsal of nuclear ~·Iastc within the sedilllcntary env i ronment. 
TIl ere Ilave yet to lJe observations other t han geothermal data that suggest 
tn..: movement of interstitial fluid tht"Ough sediments at velocities of 10-6 -
IU- 5 cra/sec . To cons trilin tnis problem , \'1e compdred the fluid fluxes 
tll",:d icteJ by botll g'~0therltl(l1 and gl~ochcmical data from three piston corcs 
collcctcu in tile equator ial Pac ific Ocean (Figure 1). These cor,.!S are 
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Figure 1. Loca t io~s of the three piston core s i tes ill the equ atoria l Pa cific 
Oc~ arl used in thi s s tudy. 
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s iLu llt.cd \'1ithin the cquatori(11 Pacifi c sediment bulgl.! whietl is a th ick 
uccultlulatioll of biogenic ooz~ r eaching at some points ov er 600 me ters of 
sedimen t. The sediment isopachs of Ewi ng e t a1. (l968) as well as th e t r ends 
of the major tectonic features are included in Figure 1. Cores 5 and G PC arc, 
situated in over 200 meters of sed ime nt th a t completely cover s tIle oceanic 
basement. Core 7PC is located in over 400 meters of sediment. Al though the 
perllll~ab ili ty of these sediments i s quite l ow, 6xlO-7 to 3x l O-6 em/sec 
.( CrO"IC and S i 1 V il , in prcpclra t i I.Jn) . they are one to th'O orders of magn i t ude 
mure permeable tll i1l1 the red c l ays typi c,Jl of the North P(Kific. At ve locities 
of 10-6 - lO-s cOl/sec the distribution of major cations and anions within 
the sedimen tar y layer I'lould be controlled by advection . An exponcntially 
v(lrying chemical gradient similar to the temperature profil e would be 
ptodllced . Since the coefficient of chemical diffusivHy is orders of 
magnitude less than that of t hermJl diffusivity. tile geochemical profile \'Iil l 
hilVP. a greatly reduced e-folu"ing depth, a 1"1 0\'11 119 t il e veloc iti es predicted by 
~ (!nt hcrlllal da t .l to be independent l y checked . Sulfate W,lS used as the chem i cal 
t.racer. Ve l llciti!:s sllggested by these two i ndependent data sets did not agree 
iJ lHI tll c ir variililce 1S dHficult to expJid n. 
'IETIII)U 5: 
The intcr s titial water samples were obt.a ined by squeezing sediment at 
st:!lectcd depthS i n the piston cores s hortly after the core was brougllt aboard 
tll~ ship . Thc Hhljor cations and anions of scawater othcr th an sul fatc WC I"C 
dc lCl"l1I irlcd tJ sill9 ttll~ t echn iqucs sumrndrized lJy Gi eskes (197 4 ), hm-lever . tllr=rc 
1"I(:I"I! IIU resolvdl,l e gradicnts of tll ese spl!ci~s . SulfiltC 1"la s determined by 
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prec ipita ti on of tile sulfate as lead sulfate and d~tcrmini\t i ol1 of th e excess 
lc.td by pulse pt> l arography (Luther and M~yerson. 1975) . 
Hie geothermdl pr()fll es were obtained by attaching tempera tu re sensitive 
prOLlC$ to ttle pi s tOl! core pipe at seven loca tions (Von Herzen and Anderson, 
1~72) anll digitally recording the data to accurac ie s of a fe\'1 ttlOusanths of a 
degree. The rmal conductivity ~Ias measured on core samp l es shipboard using tile 
needle probe technique of Von Herzen and r1axwell (1959). The reduction of 
tll is data is dis cus sed in detail by Crowe et a1. (in pr eparation). 
DISCUSSION OF DATA AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS: 
Tile geothermal data ; s presented in Fi gures 2a, 1.1 and c . remperatu r es 
witll error bu)'s arc plott ed as d function of depth . To til l! right uf these 
pro fi'les arc tIle results of tn €~ th errnal conductivity measurements. Figures 
3d , lJ and care Ule correspond ing sulfate concentration:. ve r sus. depth. The 
Veil uc a t tile sed 1merl tis eaWd ter i rl terf ace i s t aken as tha t of seawa tel' of the 
appropriate cnlorinity, 28.75 In,"'. 
For bottl data sets the gover nin g equat ion s are near ly identical, 
differing only in boundary conditions and SO UI"co/si nk t erms . 
Su lfate i s a suitable geocllemical tracer fo r two rea sons . First, ther e 
a r ~ no lI sqeez in g effects ", chemical reactions that alter the s ulfa te 
concentration upon removal froUl ~-situ conditi ons of temperature and pressure 
(Say"lcs and r-'lall/ leiln. 1975) . Second. the only r eaction important involving 
sulfate is i ts reduction coupled to t he oxidation of organic carbo n: 
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Fig ure 2. Temperatu r l! data (with e rror bars) and therma l conduct'ivity as a 
function of depth for (a) 5rC ~ (b) 6PC and (c) lPC. The solid lines are t ile 
temperature profile de fin ed by the best f'it of the parameter s to the observed 
clald. The daShed lines are t he t emperature profiles tlla t would result fr om 
lh ~ f l;,)w velocity suggested by the geocne1nical data. 
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Figure 3. Concentration of sulfate versus depth at (a) 5PC. (b) 6PC and 7PC . 
Tile sulill 1 ines are th e s ulfate profiles defined by the best fit of the 
parameters tu the data. The daShed line s are r epresentative of the sulfdtc~ 
profile s that \'JOuld r es ult from the fl ow velocities suggested by the 
geotllcrmil l delta . 
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+ SO - 2 4 . + HS + 
leading to de pl etion ''lith increasing depth . The deptll distributi on carl be 
mod~d ed with the dif f us ion - advection-reaction equation. At s t e ady state: 
a = + W dc + dz J 
( 1 ) 
(2 ) 
\'/t lerc J 'is J ctl cl!1ica l source/s ink fun cti on (pos iti ve for a sourced . z is the 
spatiit l coor<.lina t e (positiv e dO\1m'/~rd), D is the chemical diffu s i on 
coeffic i ent , c is th e concentrat'ion of sulfate and W is the advective ve J.oc lty 
(positive upwards) . Th e so lution to eq uati on 2 ; s 
= f(z) 
J zb 
+ r.:-- --)" (f( z) 
\ Cb- Co n 
z 
-) 
zb 
\·", or o f(l) = ( exp(llz* ) 1)/(oxP(zb/.*) - I), z· = DIN, Co i s th o 
concentration of su lf a t e at sedi ment/sem'later i nt erface an d Cb i s the 
concentration of sulfa te at depth Zb" 
Sim il ar l y. th e gener al steady-state equat ion of heat cOll serva tion for 
transport ill the verticil] uirc~c ti on only i s 
a = l' '! = - k W dT dz 
\'/llCrc q is the vert i ca l heat fl ux , z i s verti ca l d i s tance (positive 
tlU \·Jmlu rds) . ~~ 'is the vertical v o l urm~ flux ( po5itive up\~ards)~ k i s t hcrllla l 
diffus i vity ( ~ K/ pCp" p i s fl uitl dens ity. cp i s flui d Ilcat carJcity and 
(3) 
(4 ) 
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K i s the thermal conducti vity of the saturated bulk sediment. Subjec t t o the 
conditions T = 0 at z = 0 (the sed iment/se awater boundary) "and q constant 
(qo) everywhere . t he solution to equation 4 is 
T (z) = (5 ) 
(S leep and Wo l ery . 1978 ; Williams et a1., 1979) . The formulation of equation 
5 incorporating the variation of thermal conductivity wi th depth and the 
var iat ion of the location of the temperature sensors re la tive to the 
sediment/seawater interface is pr esented by Crowe et a1. (in prepa ra ti on) . 
To determine the best estimate and the r ange of model parameters fr om our 
observed data , we ighted least squares fi ts of equati ons 3 and 5 to the data 
were obtai ned by means of stepwise Ga uss -Newton iterations on the undetermi ned 
parameters of th e equations. Crowe et a1. (in preparation) discuss the 
f ormulation of th is non - l inear re gress ion t echn ique . Fr om thi s method we 
oota in toe best fit parameters, the standard deviations and correlation 
coefficients . The best fit of the parameters t o each data set i s shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 oy so lid l ines drawn th rough the data . Table 1 summarizes the 
results of bo th the geothermal and geochemical r es ults ob t ai ned in t his 
manner. 
Th e ind ividua l sulfate analyses were considered t o be of equal weight, 
however. t he t emperature data were aSSigned weights accor di ng t o aSSigned 
error s . The diffusivity of sulfate wa s estimated from t he re l ationsh i p 0 = 
Dp/F (= pDb in McDu f f and Gi eskes . 1976) where Dp ;5 the solution 
d iffusion coefficient, p is porosi t y and F ;s the format ion fac tor. Dp was 
Table 1. Flo\j Ra tes Derived From Geothermal And Geochemic.al DatoS 
Core ld t it ude longitude Deptn! 
5PC 400.0' -114 0\1.8 ' 3869 
tile 4 OU . J' -11410.1' 3934 
7'e I 45.U' -118 22.5 ' 4166 
I o-'!ptn ; II corree ted meters . 
l ti€!olt flux in eal/ernl - sec x 10- 6, 
Geotnerll'la 1 
Heat f1ux2 Vo 1 u~ Flux3 
(10-6 cm/s.:!c) 
2.66 +/-0.11 
1.21 +/ -0 .15 
l. 75 +/-0. 06 
0 . 6 +1-0. 2 
0.8 +/-0.5 
2.4 +/ -0 . 2 
3 Volume flu;( (jlo r osi ty It fluid velocity). 
Geochemica l 
Vo lume Fi I,lx3 Sink 
(10- 12 rn;<I/sec ) (10-9 oil/sec) 
l.8 +/-0.9 
1.9 ... /-1.2 
),8 +/-1.2 
4.1 "'/ -0.9 
1.8 +/ - 1.2 
3. 0 ... / - 1.0 
N 
..... 
... 
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taken as the tr 'dcer d iffusi on cclefficient at 20e (5.1 x 1O~6 cm2/sec) 
and F estimated f rom the porosi ty data and the F-p relation for similar 
carbonates, F = l.D7p-1.41 (McDu ff and Ellis, 1979; McDuff , 1978). For t he 
appropriate porosity range of 70 to 80~ , 0 is 2.9 ~ 3.5xl0- 6 cm2/sec. 
Secause tne r eaction leading to dep le tion is a sink, J < O. fits were made for 
bo th W ::: 0 and J = 0, with the ~I '" 0 fit yie l ding the ma xi mum upward velocity . 
The detailed thermal conduc:tivity measurements, accurate to about 10% 
(Von Herzen and Ma xwe ll, 1959) , reflect the variation of both porosity and 
mineral composition with depth. These sed iment s range in poros i ty from 65 to 
9D~ and in composition from 1% SiD2, 9D% CaCD3 to 3D% SiD2, 5D% CaCD 3 
refl ecting respective l y th e glac.ial/interglacial sedimentation regimes 
(Arrhenius, 1952) . Si nce the glac i al sedimentati on rate greatl y exceeds the 
i nt er 9 1 ae; a 1, the core i s predorni nant 1 y carbonate. 
For th e geothermal da ta th ere is some uncertai nt y as to t he actual depth 
of penetration . A li near fit to tn e temperature gradient results in a greater 
depth of penetration for t he pi s t on core than that suggested by the results of 
tne convection mode l. Corehead photographs taken du ring stat ions 5PC and 7PC 
support tne best fit deptn of pe:netration sugges t ed by th e convection mode l 
supporting the observed non-line:arity of the geothermal data. 
DISCUSSIDN : 
In order to reconc i l e the difference between the geo ther mal and 
geochemical data we have examined the ranges of possible best fit parameters 
that successfu ll y describe th e 'observed data. The ranges of th ese parameters 
do not show any compat i bi lity be'tween the two da ta sets. 
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Tne gl.'!ocllemical model seems r e latively reliable. Tile lack of a squeezing 
eff12ct i s il1t1icat~d by the agreement of the extrapolated interface values and 
tile Ivater colullln concentrat ion calculated from the \'later column chlorinity and 
lh e se'lVluter S04/C1 ratio (Figures 3a, b and c). Though Sayles (1979) li as 
inferred some Dxid(lt ion of organically bound S in sediments acculIlulating at 
'Olier rates. it is clear from tile magnitude of the depletion seen here that 
reduct"ioJl is occurring in th ese sediments, i. e. the J<O assumpt ion seems 
sound. Furttlcr, the gradients observed are similar to th ose calculated from 
tile gradient-sedimentation fate r elation reported by Uerner (1 978) . 
Similarly, we can examine whether conductive heat transport theory is 
adl~qulltc t o exp lain thl! observed geothermal datl\. T\~o s imple conduct.ive 
nJ(l(Jels ilre considered ·as a lternat ives to til e proposed convective mode l. Til e 
fir st is d study of the effects of hydrottlermJl c ircul ation confined to \~ i thin 
th l~ crust on til e tc!rupcratu r e structure al tile seawd t er/sed imell t interfdce of 
an impermeable scJimcnt cover . Til e mo{h~l i s formulated uS a impermeable l ayer 
of sedimen t l'Iltll upper and l o'wer boundJI";es at z '" 0 an d z = L respectively . 
The trilnSport of heat wi thin ttlis l ayer i s governed by tlte e qu atl'oll of heat 
dlffu~i Qn: 
o ' dT dt (6 ) 
I'lhere k is til(! t herma l diffus 'ivity of t hi s l ayer. Mode lin g the effect uf a 
COllv l!c tion ce ll to be that of an osc ill ato l"Y temperature pr e turbat ion at the 
'IOI~er lI oull dilrY of til e! sediment l ayer , it ca ll be shm" that the observ e d 
ll eJil-linc ar tClIlper<JtlJrC grad i ents cannot be exp l ained by such u model . The 
eff('!c. t of d rclutive molino iJ ~"! tl'Jeen the plate and the convection cell over a 
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wide rang~ of velocities was studied. If the wavelength of the cell is large. 
5 km , (Ribando t et a1., 1976 ; Green, 1980) compared to the thi ckness of the 
sediment layer. 100 -500 meters, the problem reduces to only the vertical 
spatial component and the temporal variable t. The problem is now the one 
dimensional heat diffusion problem with an osc illating temperature at its 
l ower ooundary. For the initial conditions T = a and T : TL at z = 0 and z 
= l respec ti ve ly. and a boundary condition T = Tl + To sin(wt + E) at z = L 
where To ' wand £ are the amplitude, frequency and phase of the 
disturbance. the temperature ' field within the sediment layer is given by 
(Carslaw and Jaegar, 1959, p. 105) 
T(z, t) = \z l + To A sin(wt + < + ~) + 
~ 
2nk To t n( _ll n(kn 2• 2 sin E - W l2 cos <l sin(T) exp( _kn2it/l2) 0=1 k2n4tr4 + II/L4 
..... nere A and 4> are the magnitude and phase of tile steady-stdte temperature 
oscillat ion at the point z 
A = 
~ = 
1; = 
w = 
ISinh 1;Z(I+i)1 sinh filll+i) 
arg { Si nh Slnh 
(K) 
1/2 
2 .. 
A 
} 
(7) 
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where v is equal to the relative velocity between the sediment layer and the 
convection cell within the crustal layer and A is the wavelength of the 
convect ion cell. 
The third term of equation 7 is the transient solution . This term dies 
out Quickly depending upon the thermal time constant of the layer, T = k/l 2 
( T(200 mete rs) ; 5000 years; T(400 meters) ; 25,000 years). The 
expression nIlexp (-n2~2t/T) as a function of tIT is plotted in Figure 4 
demonstrating the short time necessary for steady state to be reached, about 
one time constant. 
The second te rm of equation 7 ;s the periodic steady-state solution. Of 
interest is the range of wand L for which this t erm is significant. The 
variation of A across the cross section of the slab for different values of ~L 
is shown in Fi gu re 5. A is a maximum for (L < 1.0 . From Figure 5, A ~ z/l 
f or F;l 0( 1.0. If the curvature of equation 7 is compared to that observed in 
our non-linear gradients~ by comparing the re spective second derivative s we 
find that~ for equation 7 
lrol TwA ; T cost WI: + £ + $) TwA <_o_ k 
if ~l 0( 1, then A : Amax = z/ l . Therefore w 0( Zk/L2. Equati on 8 is now 
Id < 
The smallest detectable value of d2T/dz 2 in the observed data (Crowe et 
( 8) 
( 9) 
21~ 
-Fi gure 4. Non-dimen sionalized plot of r exp( _kn 2u2t/L2) versus ti me 
(from ' equation 7), 
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Fi gur~ 5. Var i dti on of At defin ed in equ at ion 7, acr oss th e cross -sec tion of 
a slab . for a }'ange of va lues fo r (1. 
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dl .• in preparationJ roughly corresponds to the parameters~ Q = D.? HFU, W = 
10- 7 em/sec, and dt a depth of 5 meters (the dverage depth of our data) is 
of order of magnitude 10-8 °C/cm2. For a sediment thickness of over a 
hundred meters, at a depth of 5 meters equation 9 is -of order of magnitude 
To 10- 11 °C/cm2. 
A second possiole model is the thermal effect of the venting of hydro-
tnermal fluids through outcropping porous basement. Sleep and Wolery (1978) 
considered two variations of this model " a crack or fault model and a 
cyl indri ed l outcrop model. In both models a horizontal isotherm, TL' ;S 
imposed at depth l , which for our models will be considered t he lower bou ndary 
of the sediment layer. At the vertical contact between the outcrop and the 
sediment, arbitrary temperature distribution can be imposed. This temperature 
distr ibution is related to the rate at WhiCh fluid exits the outcrop and 
introduces non-linear iti es in the steady state temperature field which decay 
witn distance fr om the contact. Of interest is the rate at which this 
anomalous temperature field dissipates. 
In the crack or fault model, the temperature distribution is governed by 
laplaces's equation 
For tne Doundary conditions T = 0 at z = 0 and T = Tl at z = l. equation 8 
is satisfied by a solution of the form 
T 
\z 
" -L- + 
. mrz mrx 
sln(-) exp(--) L L 
Imposing a general boundary condition at x = 0 equal to F(z) we have 
(8) 
(9 ) 
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B 
n 
= E } F(z) Sin(n~z) di 
o 
( l O) 
The second term in equation 9 is the effect of the anomalous temperature fi e ld 
on the otherwise linear temperature versus depth relationship. The decay of 
this term with distance from the fault i s shown in Figure 6 wh ich i s a 
m 
non-dimens ional plot of t exp(-nnx/l). This figure demonstrate s the lim ited 
n-1 
range of effect of this model. 
For the cy lindrical outcrop model. Lap lace ' s eq uat ion in cy lindri cal 
coordi nate 5 is 
o 
The so luti on to this problem for a sea'10unt of radius R is 
T(z,r) = 
where Ko i s a modif ied Bessel fun ction (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964), r is 
radial di stance from the seamount/sediment layer contact and Sn is 
(l l ) 
( 1 2) 
determined in the same manner as previously discussed for the crack model. 
The di st r ibution of the temperature field with increasing r decreases as the 
ratio of two Bessel functions. Figure 7 shows the relationship of the sum of 
this ratio as a function of r/L for several value s of R/L. It is clear that 
the anomal ous temperature field in the cylindr i cal model falls off Quickly as 
r increases. 
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Figu re 6. Non -di mens ionalized plot of 1: exp(-mrx/L) ver s us distanc e x (from 
n=l 
equation 9). 
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Figure 7. Plot of 
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Non·steady state solutions to equations 2 and 4 are not able to resolve 
the problem. If the onset of advection is recent, the approach to 
steady-state would be dominated by the advection component of the response. 
Both the thermal and chemical characteristics would show similar behavior. If 
advection had recently ceased t the approach to steady-state would be domina t ed 
by the diffusive component of the response. Since the thermal diffusivity is 
greater, the temperature profile would not show advective be~av; or while the 
chemical profile would. 
CQNCLUSIONS: 
A three order of magnitude discrepancy in the estimated rate of fluid flux 
resulted from the application of a convective/conductive transport model to 
geothermal and geochemi cal profiles observed at three sites in the equatorial 
Pacific Ocean. Rates predicted by geochemical profiles, order of magnitude 
10- 9 cm/sec . are not compatible with those predicted by the thermal 
profiles . order of magnitude 10-6 em/sec. Analysis of the effec ts of simple 
conduct ive thermal models show that temperat ure di s tributions simi l ar to those 
observed dissipate over short distances from the source of the temperature 
perturbation. Non-steady state solution of the convection/conduction 
governing equat ions were also not able to resolve this i ncompatibility . At 
pr~sent we cannot resolve the difference in these data sets. 
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